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/.ui-it/lus tupt with laicullus?"
It is none too good a table anil you are none too good a person to own it. Truei
it looks costly, but that is only a part of the clever craft of tae designer, who has
made a generous proportion suggest a large expenditure.
In our present exhibition of Dining Tables we have made a feature of very low
prices. You can buy a Dining Table of us this week for a pitiably small sum.
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PURE LEAF LARD
there is no adulteration. If your dealer will not
supply it, ask him WHY ? If you call for
Squire's Pure Leaf Lard and insist on having
U, you are entering your protest against the
adulterated Lards and substitutes. Squire's is
tried out in the oldfashioned way. Is there any
better method? Ask experienced housekeepers.

JOHN P.

SQUIRE & CO., Boston, Mass.
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SACRED HEART

In the words, once more, of the Council of Baltimore, we appeal to our people
in behalf of the Review ;
" Finally, Christian parents, let us beg
your earnest consideration of this important truth, thatupon you,[singly and individually, must practically depend the solution of the question whether or not the
Catholic press Is to accomplish the great
$1.00 work which Providence and the Church ex2.00 pect of it at this time."
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The Sacred Heart Review
is owned and published by the

REVIEW PUBLISHING CO.,
a corporation organized under the laws
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
and consisting of the leading Catholic
clergymen of New England.
Important additions to the extensive
plant have lately been made, including new
type> presses, and other machinery of the
most Improved patterns.
The Rkvtrw now has regular correspondence from the principal Catholic
centres of Europe.
A number of distinguished writers
have been added to the editorial staff.
The paper consists of from sixteen to
twenty pages, and other pages will be
added as occasion demands.
The management of the Review remains In the same hands as heretofore.
The bishops of the country, assembled
In the Council of Baltimore, appealed to
the clergy to use the press for the protection of Catholic Interests, saying: It
is culpable and unbecoming to neglect
this powerful means for the defense and
propagation of the faith." We therefore
cheerfully undertake this labor, and contribute from our means, so that by our
united efforts the scope and usefulness of
this excellent paper may be enlarged, and
it may be made still more worthy of a
place in every Catholic home.
It has been a source of satisfaction to
us to know that the Review has been
\u25a0(inducted according to the highest Catholic ideals : and that it is held In special
esteem by the clergy and the Intelligent
laity of New England The Most Rev.
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HOW BEST TO ADVERTISE.
Business men, who are approached by
the advertising solicitors of religious
journals, not infrequently put to themselves the question Do religious papers
pay advertisers??and the answer?if the
business man considers the question in
its proper aspects is Invariably?yes.
Religious papers pay because they go into
the heart of the home and come closer to
the people than any other class of papers. They are read leisurely from the
first page to the last, not hurriedly
skimmed and thrown aside, as are the
dallies. They contain topics of interest
for every member of the family and are
especially interesting to women, who are
the great buyers?the real economists
and home-builders. Two-thirds of all the
advertisements written appeal especially
and directly to women. They purchase
almost everything the family needs or
desires. Their own wants are innumerable. An advertisement In a religious
journal is never lost. The papers are
filed away. The advertisement is read
throughout the week. The advertisements in yesterday's dailies are more flat,
stale and unprofitable than are the leading
articles of yesterday. The advertisements
in the daily are ephemeral good for an
hour those of the religious weekly are
good to be read seven days in the week.
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CHAS. STRATTON & SON,
Dealers in

BOOTS.SHOESand RUBBERS
77 Leverett St., Boston.

Lowest Prices for solid goods.

The Sacred Heart Review.
Boston, September 3, 1898.
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EditoralNotes.
Professor CharlesEliot Norton lias at least
the courage of his convictions.
A

military

review just now woulel not be as

exhilarating as a naval one. Anel who would be
to blame ? Not the poor, broken-down soldier
boys.
In referring to the false stories about the elangerous illness of the I'ope the Haverhill Gazette
says, What cheerful liars these foreign correspondents are ?"

"

Is it possible that General Coppinger, the sonin-law of the late James G. Blame, was virtually
shelved during the war, because he was an Irishman and a Catholic?

Thk Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria-Hungary reached his sixty-eighth year on August 18,
anel the occasion was made one of great rejoicing
on the part of the subjects of this much beloved
Catholic monarch, who under his wise anel beneticent rule has reconciled many apparently discordant elements.
Tiik first part of the letter from Cardinal
to Cardinal Gibbons, on the occasion of
the centenary of the establishment of the American hierarchy, appears on page 193, It will be
concluded next week, and as a whole should be
reael carefully by all who are interested in the
propagation of the faith.

Vaughan

I !?' James t'orbett is really as sorry for his
father's eleath as he is represented to be, he
shoulel give up prize-fighting at once. The loss
of mind whie-h led to the ehler Corbett's selfdestruction and the killing of his wife, is said to
have been brought on by remorse occasioneel by
the fact that he encouraged his son's unlawful
brutal pugilistic propensities in the end, though
at first he opposed them like a Christian father.

The following sensible reflections appear in the
Christian Register: "We dislike the talk in the
religious papersabouttheleaeling of divine Providence and the opening of new countries for the
beneficent mission of Americanism." And it says
further that not even to. send American missionaries to all the islands of the East would it be
willing to engage in a further war of conquest,
with a consequent killing of many thousands of
Philippine islanders. The Protestant missionaries are responsible in a great measure for the
encouragement of imperialism. They want new
fields where they may wax fat and prosperous,
even if this fresh territory has been already
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of religion to sustain him? He may be out- to light is a bronze coin minted in King David's
warelly respectable from a regard for human time, and still another is a seal of Solomon.
Asbits of fie'tion these fables are not more remarkrespect, but inwardly he must be corrupt.
able than the finding of the tomb of Adam by
Alger anel his supporters are alreaely beginMark Twain, but many people are fools enough
ning to be called Algerines. Does this mean to to take them for literal truth.
imply that they are as cruel as the pirates of
North Africa who ravaged many a happy home Catholic Soldiers at Rest.
in Ireland anel elsewhere ?
The funerals this week of the brave men of the
Ninth Massachusetts Regiment, who died in the
Tin: North icestem Christian Advocate remarks:
service of the Cnited States during the late war,
"In this country it is possible for even Roman
were highly impressive. They were a stern reCatholics to note the elifference between the buke to those who said that Catholics would not
proelue-.ts of the public and of Romanist schools."
tight against Spain because she was a Catholic
Yes, indeed, Catholics know the pupils of their
country. Catholics are always loyal to the govschools at a glance. They elo not need a magniernment under which they live. They render
fying glass to show them whether ehilelren have unto
Caesar the things that are Cesar's, anil unto
been taught religion or not.
(iod the things that are Goil's; anel Major
Lane and PriTug-boat marriages, celebrated by a tug-boat O'Connor, Major Grady, Corporal
vate Carey were typical Catholic citizens. They
captain, have been declared illegal by the
offered up their lives for the country anil the' flag
Supreme Court of California. These marriages they loved.
were performed beyond the three mile limit, in
oreler that the laws of the State constituting im- " Physician Heal Thyself."
The war which has just been eoncliuled was
pediments to marriage might be evaded. They
gave people who could not obtain a license, an started to relieve the suffering people of Cuba,
opportunity of becoming man and wife in spite and before active hostilites were begun we were
of the restrictions which prevailed on shore. It given frightful pictures of the sie'k and starving
is a blessing that a decision against their k'gality reconeentrailers.
Spain was painted in the
has been made, for this will remove one of the blae'kest colors as a nation without mercy and
causes that add to the lightness with which mar- without pity, ami she was peremptorily ordered
riage is regarded in this country, especially to leave Cuba on account of her mismanagement
of affairs in that unhappy islanel. We' make no
among the young and unreflecting.
apologies for the shortcomings of the Spanish govAlthough the Netherlands, the young queen
ernment, but it is a rather grim satire, in the
of which country is to be crowned the coming face of our philanthropic protestations, to be
week at Amsterdam, is not considereel a Catholic teilel now that we starveel our own troops, anel
land, the Church there is ejuite strong and is con- left them without proper nourishment or necesstantly growing in influence and importance. In sary medical attenelanee in a climate that was
fact the Lonelon Guardian a few years ago as- even more destructive than active service in the
serteel that Catholicism in the Netherlanels actu- ticlel of battle. It appears that we blundered
ally vied with the State church in the strength almost criminally in our neglect to provide for
of its membership, while it far surpasseel that in
the brave defenelers of our flag, ami that we
the vitality and energy which it exhibited. It maele many mistakes similar to those for which
may be noteel as an interesting fact that the we condemned Spain. Under the circumstances,
cantata which is to be rendered at the eiueen's the saying,
Physician heal thyself," may not
coronation is the production of a Catholic, cler- be inapplicable to the Cnited States.
gyman, the Key. Doctor Schaepman, who lias
the reputation of being one of the foremost Our New National Departure.
musicians and poets of the present day.
The Boston Herald intimates that if this

Hkkk is one of the latest exhibitions of imperialism from the Protestant religious press:
"The Cniteel States has a holy mission to perform in Cuba, Porto Rico and the Philippine
islanels. We owe schools of Americanism to
these islands and, therefore, should retain possesssion of every square mile we have recently
acepiired in the Orient and among the Antilles."
This
is from our Methodist Episcopal ceintemChristianized.
porary, the Northwestern Christian Advocate of
Tin: statement made by the Rev. Josiah Chicago, which seems to be inclineel to go the
Strong, the secretary of the Evangelical Alliance, whole hog, in spite of the teachings of patriotic
that there is a great deal of vice among the chil- American statesmen, past and present, and the
dren in the public schools, is an acknowledgment
traditions of the republic.
of the inadequacy of these institutions in furThe "yellow" journals that have given
nishing a religious and moral education, that
will guard the pupils from the temptations which descriptions of discoveries made in Palestine
beset the young. These children, to whom the and elsewhere have a keen understanding of
Rev. Mr. Strong alludes, be it understood, are human credulity and of the liking of mankind
not from the slums where wickedness is rampant, for humbug. One of these "finds" is a manubut are the offspring of respectable parents, who script of ancient Hebrew records written by
evielently have been careless in looking after the Moses, which has been preserved in leather for
welfare of those whom God has entrusted to their thousands of years. The gravedigger in "Hamlet"
care. The natural result of a Godless training says that the body of a tanner will last for nine
is the increase of wiekeelness among the young. years in the' ground, and the material which lie
How can a person, young or old, persevere in makes will not last much longer in the' same
the path of virtue, if he has not the safeguards place. Another archeological curiosity brought

"

country is going to adopt an imperial policy and
go into the business of maintaining foreign
colonies, it will probably have to cut loose from
many of the principles which have hitherto been
regareled as fundamental ones of our government.
Eor instance, our contemporary says that unless
we stanel ready to see religion neglected anel the
churches forced to close their eloors in emr new
West Indian possessions, we may have to sanction a eleparture from the principle of no union
of Church anel State, as far as Cuba and Porto
Rico are concerneel at least. It points out that
the Church in those islands has always been supported financially by the State, which has paid
the salaries of the prelates and priests out of the
public funds. If that system be discontinueel the
Herald thinks that the cause of religion will
suffer. It is candid enough to admit that there
is little likelihood of any appreciable numbers of
the Catholic Cubans and Porto Kicans joining
the Protestant sects that are preparing to invade
the islands ; and it practically declares that if
tlie Catholic Church be rendered unable te> oontinue its ministrations down there, the result will
lie' a elecline of religion among the people and a
corresponding growth of infidelity. It is also of
the opinion that the Cubans anil Porto Kicans

CHE
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are at present too poor to give the Church the
support it needs; anil it well says that time
would be needed in any event to accustom them
to the new duties that woulel devolve upon them
if State aiel be refused the Church in future. Our
contemporary's picture may lie' overdrawn in
some respects. We do not imagine, for instance,
thai the withdrawal of State aiel from the
churches down in Cuba and Porto Rico would
be followed by any sensible growth of irreligion
among the Catholic people of the islands. It
might easily be productive of other undesirable
results, however ; and while we make no doubt
that any proposal to continue the relations that
have heretofore existed between Church and
State down there' will elicit loud outcries from
certain quarters, our contemporary looks at the
matter in a very sensible light when it says that
if the United State's now cuts loose from
other principles which have hitherto lieen regarded as fundamental one's of our form of government, there does not seem to be any reason

why it should stubbornly cling to others which
are no more' vital than the surrendered ones.
A Revival of the Klondike Fever Deprecated.

Before the war we warned any of our readers
who were considering the subject of going to the
Klonelike not to be too precipitate. And for
good reasons. We knew that the hardships attendant on a trip to Alaska, even if it were moderately successful, would not pay in the long run,
anel we called attention to the comparatively few
Forty-niners who made fortunes in the mines
of California. Xow that hostilities have been
closeel there seems to lie' renewed interest in the'
Klondike', but those who go there anel do not lose
their lives will return in a great many cases as
broken down in health as wire many of our volunteers whi'ii they came bae-k from Cuba, and
will have little reward for their debilitating
labors. A recent correspondent of the New York
Tribune says :

"

"

?

One honest English miliar, who.spent last, winter working on a " lay " In Bear Creek, declares that both Bonanza

"
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divine agents to achieve certain objects.
This might pass unchallenged by us, although we
do not agree with the conclusion suggested, if a
stale- calumny had not lieen added to enforce
the writer's deductions. lie' says:"The Jesuit,
doctrine that the end justifies the means is at the
widest practical remove- from the' temper of such
men as Mismare'k and Cromwell.
The Jesuit uses
his maxim as an ewe-use. lie' acts upon it with
calculation and in cold blood." The absurdity
of this unfounded charge in the face of frequent
denials need hardly be pointed out. It is as
baseless as the' unsubstantial fabric of a dream,
and has not a leg to stand upon. The Jesuit
were-

no such maxim and makes no such excuse',
but they are both convenient bugaboos to frighten
uses

Protestant children.
Reformatory House-Building.

The Lontlon County Council is trying an experiment in house-building which promises good
results. It has completed thirteen blocks, leaving four more to be built. The site was formerly
a reeking slum in the localities of Bethnal (ire-en
and Shoreditch, and from a common centre called
the .Mount the buildings radiate. This enclosure
is really a garden handsomely laid out, and there
are also spacious open-air spaces between the
blocks, which already accommodate *_:,">»?(> people.
The washing is dune ii) a great central laundry,
where clothes are boiled in steam forced through
perforated pipe's into troughs, and horses are
also provided for drying purposes at a small
expense. The rents are not particularly reasonable for London,
where the wages are lower
than they are here?looked at from a purely
philanthropic standpoint. A single room costs
in the neighborhood of ninety cents, in our
money, a week, anil three rooms for family living
cost something more than two dollars for the
same time.
There are refinements attendant on
this enterprise, for a bath may be obtained for
four cents, and there is a club or reading-room
for the privilege of enjoying which, twelve cents
a month is charged. Anel yet with all these
provisions for comfort the projectors have not
been able to ke-e-p the staircase's clean. Possibly
janitor service can not In- supplied without running the enterprise into debt, but it would seem
as if cleanliness within doors was one of the lirst
things to be insisted upon in reformatory housebuilding.
?

and El Dorado creeks have been bitter disappointments,
as they have not produced as well Ibis season as lasl.
Even the rich El Dorado is proved to be "spotted,'' and
many claims on it have failed to equal expectations. This
man, who lias claims to sell and no interest in any transportation company, declares that many of the men who
worked claims during the winter were afraid to sluice
out their dumps for fear the output would be so small as
to hurt thesale ol their mines. The majority of those who
worked " lays " on oilier men's claims failed to make more
than wages. This miner asserts il, is criminal to represent Theoretically True, But?
thai every man who secures a claim in a good district is
"Americanism," said the esteemed Transcript
sure of a fortune, for outside of a short stretch of three
miles on El Dorado Creek no creek has been found which the other day, dictates that every church should
i.s continuously rich."
receive from our government fair play, and no
We venture to say that there are few or no chnrch any favor." Theoretically that is our

"

fortunes in the Klondike, and that those who
stay in New England, if they are reasonably industrious, will accumulate more than they could in
the frozen north, anel that, too, without any sacrifice of health or comfort. I letter be a homekeeping youth with homely wits, than an adventurer who may be driven to insanity through his
privations and his losses.

A Stale Calumny.
The Watchman has a long article which it
calls "The Piety of Prince Bismarck." This
endeavors to show that the man of blood anel
iron was in no sense of the word a hypocrite',
but rather a person 'who believed that lie' had a
providential mission to perform, and thought he
was justified in using any means to carry out his
projects. The following cue is given to Bisniarck's character in the example of a man who
might reason like this: "(iod clearly intends
that I should accomplish this work. Here are
the means by which to do it. In decreeing intend He has decreed the means by which it is to
be attained." Cromwell, according to onr contemporary, might have reasoned in the same'
way, and, therefore, both men should escape Un-

charge of hypocrisy, because they believed they

national policy, but somehow or other the policy
does not seem to be put in practice-. For instance-,
there-are- numbers of Indian schools, which non('allelic observers of their workings have de-clared to be- Protestant schools for all intents anil
purposes, that still get their former full appropriations from the government, whereas Catholic
schools have had their appropriations radically
cut down and will soon receive no aid at all. The
government built a Protestant chapel and pays
the salary of a Protestant minister at West
Point, whereas it was einly with the greatest
difficulty that Catholics have obtained permission
to build, at their own expense, a place of worship
there for the Catholic cadets. The army and
navy have a wholly undue share of Protestant
chaplains, and Catholic regiments, at many camps
during the late- war, had to be served by volunteer prii'sts, who were' gracieuisly allowed to give
their services for nothing. We might go on and
enumerate a number of other cases to show
that while our contemporary's declaration sets
forth correctly the theoretical policy of the government in dealing with the churches, there
is something amiss with its practical working.
Tin- Christian Register, by the way, recently re-
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linked one unwarranted sectarian demand of the
government by saying that "even a plea for religious liberty ought not to be- heeded when it
takes the form of a demand upon our government to seize foreign possessions in order that
Protestant missionaries may follow the flag."
Is This Another Bluff?

Forthe last twenty-eight years we doubtif there
haspasseda singlemonth wherein some Protestant
preacher, in some part of the world en- the other,
has not told his hearers that when Victor Emanuel fore-eel his way into Rome in 1870 and took
possession of that city, the temporal power of the
Papacy, like a certain grandfather's clock,
" stopped short, never to go again." We- question, furthermore, if a single month in all those
years was permitted to go by without hearing
thundered into its ears by some Protestant
pulpiteer the prediction that the temporal power
of the Holy See would never again attach to it.
Now it appears, however, that all these ministerial declarations and predictions were simply
big bluffs on the part of the individuals who
made' them. They neverbelieved that the Porta
Pia affair ended the temporal power, and they
have never been without misgivings that the
Holy See would not come to its own again. There
is one preacher, however, who no longer lias any
apprehensions on thatsubject He is Key. Cortland Myers of Brooklyn, who held forth at
Tremont Temple recently, and who declared that
(lie- echoes of the American guns which sank the
Spanish shipsoff Manilaand Santiago,dealtadeath
blow to the temporal power of the Pope ! It may
be a question, though, whether .Mr. Myers really
believes what he' said, or whether he was simply
perpetrating another bluff. In the latter case,
he performed his part very clumsily.
THE IDEAL CATHOLIC FAMILY.
It is a consoling fact that there are such
families.
If it be aski'd, What is the ideal family? we'
reply, simply, it is a family constructed upon and
governed by Christian principle, and pervaded
by a true Christian spirit. That is the whole
matter in a nutshell. It is a very simple' statement and no doubt it sounds commonplace, but
it embrace's a world of meaning. It contains the
se-cret of true- happiness in this world and furnishes the best securityfor happiness in the- world
to come. The' details are as simple and commonplace as the general proposition ; but it may be
well for us to consider them for a moment.
In the first place, it goes without saying, that
the heads eif the- ideal family are practical Catholics? which, of course, is the same' as saying
that they are practical Christians. They live not
for this worlel its riches, its honors or its
pleasures, but for the worlel tei come. They do
not, indeed, neglect the business or the simple',
rational pleasures of this life, but their whole
spirit and oonduot show that their hearts are' not
supremely in this world, butthey strive' always
?

seek lirst the kingdom of (iod and His justice
willi a linn faith, that all other things necessary
for their happiness ami well-being will be added
unto them. Consequently,their household is a
Christian household. God is constantly recognised in all their daily life.
The parents have not entered upon the interesting relation of husband and wife from fancy, or
impulse, or from motives of selfish interest or passion, but with a serious sense of the importance,
the sai-iidiiess and the- responsibility of the relation. They have solemnly plighted th ir troth
before the altar of God, and they have resolved,
with the help of divine grace-, to keep their vows
and fulfil their promises. They have- realized
that the true secret of domestic happiness lies in
mutual concession and mutual forbearance.
There is no clashing
no sellish bickering
to
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between them. They are specially careful not to
their children the example of strife
and contention. They know well that example
is catching, anel if they wish to have peace anel
harmony reign among the children, it must originate with the parents and flow down gently and
silently from the fountain-head of the family.
If difference of opinion arises
and differences will sometimes arise in the best of families
they are discusseel not with heat, or passion,
or with a selfish desire of victory on either siele,
but calmly, candidly, with a simple desire to
know the truth, anel with a disposition on both
sieles to yield the point at issue rather than give
rise- to the leastmisunderstanding or bad feeling.
Alas! how many unhappy families are deprived of peace and harmony and rendereel
wretcheel by the thoughtless, selfish bickering anil
set before

?

?

cemtention of the parents !

If the parents

eiuar-

rel the children will, of course, ejuarrel also, and
bedlam will then reign supreme. The children
will quarrel among themselves and with their
parents. They will be elisobedient anel refractory, and they will, in all probability, be punished
hastily anil in anger, anel this will add to their
disobedient and ugly spirit.
Not such is the ideal family. There the unfailing devotion anel delicate anel affectionate
consideration of the parents communicate themselves to the children. They love their parents,
and they love each other, anel they instinctively
show the same affectionate, unselfish consideration towarels each other that they witness in their
If at any time the children neeel corparents.
rection it is administered not hastily, inconsielerately, anel in a passion, but calmly, conscientiously
and in love for the child, and with a wise and
thoughtful adaptation of the reproof en- punishment to the varying temperaments and dispositions of the children.
Above all, the controlling motive anil all-pervading spirit of the ieleal family is a religious
one. Conscience rules in all questions of elut\
anel a spirit of love prompted by divine- grace,in
the habitual use of the sacraments of Holy Church,
pervades all hearts ami binds them all in indissoluble and elelightfHl bonels of fraternal affection.
These people elo not wear long faces; they elo
not exclude- themselves from society and retire
from the world. They are- in the worlel but not
of it. They discharge the duties of the soe-ie-ty
in which they move, but their hearts are not in
its ambitions anel its frivolities. The' ohildren
are gay and light-hearted, fond of innocent
pleasures, but have been taught to avoid such as
are attended with special temptations. They
have not to go abroad for re-creation and diversion. Their greatest attraction is the home circle where with books, pictures, works of art,
music anel social converse, with various game-s
and home amusements, their rational aspirations
are satisfied, and they are happy in themselves.
If you take up your abode, even for a short time
in that family circle, yoni will be led to exclaim,
with pleased surprise, "Surely this is an ideal
family, this is a little heaven upon earth." Is
not such a family worth striving for?
T

,

-.».

ERRONEOUS EDUCATIONAL IDEAS.
There are- few subjects of equal importance
regarding which people, generally speaking, entertain more erroneous ideas than they do about
education. Ask the average individual what eduoation means, he will tell you that the man who
is able to read and write, who can figure out an
ordinary mathematical problem, who has a fair
acquaintance with the geography and history of
the world, is an educated person ; and the larger
his knowledge- of these and kindred things the
more highly educated In- is in general estimation.
Even tin- statisticians reckon by that standard
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the intelligence and eelucationai standing of na- olic college or for the Catholic mother who
tions, counting that country the most educated chooses a non-Catholic seminary for the higher
which shows the largest percentage of inhabi- education of her daughter, when so many equally
tants able to read anel write.
excellent, and in many ways, superior Catholic
wholly
though,
Does education,
consist
in institutes are to be found as exist in this counthese attainments? They certainly have- a very try. It is not to In- claimed, of course, that the
inadequate conception of the word who main- sending of Catholic youths to Catholic schools,
tain that it does. "Education," says Webster, "is academies ami collages will infallibly preserve
properly to elraw forth, anel implies not so much them from all moral perils and make them grow
the communication of knowle-elge, as the elisci- up good citizens antl loyal Catholics?for thebest
pline of the intellect, the establishment of the religious education can not always eradicate viprinciples anel the regulation of the- heart." Abil- cious propensities?but children who are sent to
ity to reael and write anel similar literary at- such schools stand an infinitely better chance oi
tainments, therefore, constitute but a minor part becoming model men ami women morally than
of education. A man may even lack them anil if their education be obtained in schools whence
still be entitled to be considered an educated religion is excluded, ami where the atmosphere,
person. If lie acts from right principles, leads consequently, is anything but congenial to faith
an honest anel upright life, contributes to the and morality.
general welfare and good, anel has the capabiliBIRTHDAY GIFTS.
ties which his station in life requires, he is far
Next Tuesday will be the feast that we keep
better entitled to be regarded as an eelueateel man
than his neighbor, who may be able to reael and in honor of the Blessed Virgin's birth. In happy
write in three or four languages, but whose moral families on earth the mother's day is kept, and
principles are all awry or whose learning fails little lovi'-toke-ns are' given, in order to testify
her children's gratitude' and deep affection. Bow
to earn him a livelihood.
One of the great elefects of our modern educa- doe's the' glorious family in heaven, the family of
cational systems lies in the fact that they are saints and angels, ke-e-p the- birthday of tinbased upon the erroneous notion that education mother of their King?
consists wholly in mere intellectual training and
Reverent fancy paints for us the radiant and
the acquisition of boeik-learning. In the schools joyous scene. What Dante has sung, what Era
where such systems prevail, the development of Angelioo haspainted, we behold with faith's lovethe pupil's mental faculties is everything; the illumined eyes. We- see the spirit-forms in
training of his will and the edue-ation of Ins their unearthly loveliness pass in majestic order
heart are consielereel as matters worthy only of and holy joy before- her throne. We hear them
minor consideration or no consideration at chant her own "Magnificat"; and Gabriel, the
all. If religion be mentioned in such schools, archangel, cry out Aye lei her; and all heaven's
it is allueleil to in such a way as to give the court catch up that word of blessed memories,
pupils the impression that one- form of religion and sing and sing it, till the- crystal se-a thrillis as goeid as another, ami that it is not with the echo of that song begun on earth two
a matter of much importance what, a per- thousand years ago. Do they reckon by our
son believes provided he retains the good years up tlie-re with her in heaven ? Do they
opinion of his neighbors and getson in the world. bring to her gifts of some fair things unimaginaCleverness, not gooelness, is what the modern ble by our earth-bound fancy, such as even
educational system considers the primary pur- Mary has not seen in heaven before? And if
pose of the schools, anil its policy anel methods so, what does lie then give- lle-r. Who is he-r Son
and Who is her Maker; He Who called her by
are shaped accordingly.
When the choice is given parents of send- the sweet name of mother on earth, and still calls
ing their children to schools where such a system her by that te-nde-rest name in heaven ?
These' thoughts arc by no means idle or useobtains or to others wherein a right idea of eduless
for us to dwell upon. In our gross age' that
cation prevails, a proper sense of their own reboasts
of a so-called wretched realism, it becomes
sponsibilities ami a clue regard of what they
necessity to accustom the mind to raise
a
vital
owe their offspring should be sufficient to decide
itself
the matter. Unhappily such considerations elo
to the pure dream of a heavenly realism in
not always elo that, however. Tlie-re- are found divine and holy things. Since'we are endowed
Catholic parents, who with admirable Catholic with fancy, with imagination, with a faculty of
schools close to their residences, send their chil- conceiving an ideal, it is gurely as well to use- it
dren to other schools, wherein their religion and in a portrayal of what may re-ally be in heaven,
the faith of their children are either entirely ig- as in a monstrous evil study of what ought to be
nored, or, if mentioneel at all, reviled and belit- for the Christian soul unmentionable tilings.
tled. They salve theirconsciences in the matter Put to make our holy dream today a practical
by saying to themselves that their boys anel girls reality on earth, we- must ask ourselves what we,
will get a better education in such schools than below he-re, can give- on our Lady's birthday to
they could obtain in the Catholic, ones, and form our Blessed .Mother, the mother of our Lord.
What cloes she wish herself? What can she
acquaintances which may be of social advantage
to tlii'in iii (he future. The first pretence has wish or need of earth any longer, she- who drinks
been explodeel time and time again. Competitive now of the endless and ever-satisfying joys of
examinations have repeatedly proven that in tin- heaven? Ah, this second Eve became truly, bematter of literary Standing our Catholic schools neath the' cross, the mother of all the living.
turn out as good anel generally better graduates What gift shall we bring to her, besides our own
than all otherschools. Anel the Catholic parentis loving ami grateful hearts? We can bring to our
unworthy of the name, who, for the sake of so- mother, so far as is in ourpowerto do it, tin- imcial advantages, which an- generally never real- mortal souls of those for whom her dear Son
i/e-d, exposes his children to environments preju- died.
elicial and even dangerous to their faith and the
Over the wide world, like a vast net, stretches
the tremendous League- of the Sacred He-art, its
salvation of immortal souls.
organization made- up of little- bands of
immense
And what is said here applies not only to
earnest
people, their rallying cry: "God's
ten
schools, but tei educational.institutes of all grades,
come!"
and their bond of union one'
kingdom
to academies and colleges. In fact, it is more
m union with the Sacred
offered
intention
daily
applicable in the case of the latter than the forJesus,
that
all
His holy desires may lie
Heart
of
mer institutions.
For Catholic schools are not
it
Btretches
another vast organBeside
fulfilled.
always available'; but Catholic academies and
ization,
ten, each member
likewisein
bands
of
colleges are; and there is no e-xeuse' for the'
non-(
Catholic father who sends his boy to a
(Continued on page 1:H.)
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Windhorst, and the Karons Frankenstein and
Schorlemer, whom he knew would never yield
one inch of ground before him. He used to
CATHOLIC THOUGHT AND EVENTS IN
meet anil confer with them and even urged them
FOREIGN LANDS.
to frequent his receptions which were famous in
and where, not politics alone, but arts,
Aug.
1898.
12,
Berlin,
Bbblin,
letters,
philosophy, psychology, etc., were disof
This year the fiftieth since the institution
cussed.
German Catholic congresses the reunion will
Bismarck's well-known antagonism to the
take place at Krefeld, between the 21st and the
Crown
Prince, to whom the people were devoted,
25th of August.
won
for
him many antipathies, anil hael not FredKrefeld is quite an important city of the Khenbeen
at the gates of death, when he came to
erick
ish province. It forms part of the Dtisseldorf
the
the fall of the Chancellor woulel no
throne,
from
district, to the north of that city, not far
doubt
have
been
will
hastened. It has been widely
politics
the Holland frontier. Although
anel
reported,
by many, that Prince Bisbelieved
interesting
play but a secondary part, it will be
marck
hail
conceived
a
scheme for placing Wildiscussions
passionate
to listen to the echo of the
discerneel
the making of a
helm
ll.?in
whom
he
anel
those
of
the
latest
electoral
Reichstag,
in the
struggle. The natural satisfae-tion of the Centre, elocile and submissive sovereign on the throne.
in finding its influence still in the ascendant, is Here his usual perspicacity seems to have been
on a journey.
not likely to refrain from expression.
The affectionate young pupil had a surprise in
It requires a readjustment of one's mental attitude to contemplate a passive Bismarck. Al- store for his "Uncle Bismarck." The quarrel
though he has been comparatively unseen of men between Emperor Wilhelm and Chancellor Bissince the young German Kaiser bade him drop marck is still too near to be correctly estimated.
the reins, anil take a back seat in the chariot of The latter went into retirement, but the relastate, the old statesman was by no means inac- tions between the "Hermit of Fredericksruhe "
and the worlel were, by no means, broken off.
tive as apolitical motor.
One of his favorite occupations was the furIn fact he really enjoyed greater influence anil
popularity after his downfall, than before the nishing of copy te> the Ifamburyher Nachrichten.
battle of Kiiniggratz when throughout the length Letters anel telegrams were daily exchanged. A
and breadth of Prussia he was heartily detested. bundle containing extracts from various German
The glory of achieving the unification of the journals that might concern or interest the forGerman provinces into one of the most powerful mer Chancellor, were sent to him every night.
military nations in the world, which was the During the following day, everything was carechief object of his existence, set a crown upon fully scrutinized, annotated anel returneel to the
the
the' brow of the Chancellor, no less real, than Hamburgher Nachrichten, in whose
ideas
of
the
Hermit
elotheel
becoming
were
in
the
Emperor
that of
himself.
For nearly thirty years Bismarck filled a unique garments, anel sent forth to play their part in
position in the political world of Europe. His the world.
The memoirs which, we are told, have been
knowleelge of every international question anil
consigned long ago to safe hands in a foreign
his diplomacy
Maochiavellian if you will
gave him such an influence and authority that land, will probably be a treat for those who reno political complication arose in any part of joice in piquant revelations. Politics, it is safe
Europe but elirectly every eye turneel towards to say, shelters many a rogue, and if Prince Bisthe German Chancellor. He' it was to whom marck has undertaken to unmask them with his
Belgium owes the preservation of her existence none- too gentle hand, made still more rough by
as a nation, at that crisis in her fate, when Na- eight years of disgrace, there will be a scandal of
poleon 111. proposed to annex her to France. the first water.
The Prince once saiel of himself, Long as my
And when it was proposed to decimate Austria
"
life
has been, it has brought me very little unaand annex her German provinces he made his
sovereign understand that Austria must be spared, dulterated happiness. If I were to reckon its
in order that later she might become the ally of rare moments, I doubt if the sum would amount
united Germany. In no other affair has Bismarck to twenty-four hours. In political life, I hail no
shown himself so sagacious and discerning a dip- leisure for happiness. I was perpetually struglomat as in the conclusion of peace with Aus- gling, and even when I had conquered, there was
no time for rejoicing, for I was then absorbeei in
tria.
His influence outside the empire was no less utilizing my successes. In my private life I
remarkable than that which he enjoyed with his have enjoyed moments of unalloyed joy, as for
master, the Emperor. The most determinedand instance, when I shot my first hare, and again,
energetic will in the lanel eompelleil all others to later in life, when I began farming. I was happy
make obeisance before it. The Reichstag itself, with my wife and children, too, but to know how
with the notable exception of the Catholic Cen- to enjoy happiness is really a special gift, and
my old master, Wilhelm IL, possessed it."
tre, was like wax in the hand of the artisan.
He was hardly in his grave, when all sorts of
Even towards his Emperor, whose obedient
"
servant," he was so fond of calling himself, ho men began to examine his life anel his works
of view. M. Eelwas ejuite ei|ual on occasion, to assuming a tone from every conceivable point
economist,
monel
the
in a neat
Thery,
political
which admitteel of no eliscussion. Although
to
demonproceeds
little
mathematical
problem,
nothing in the world irritated him more than oppolicy
pursued
by Bisstrate
the
which
the
price
position, he felt and displayed a candid contempt
but
has
not
alone,
cost,
every
Germany
for persons anel parties who gave him implicit marck
Bisindirectly
by
nation
or
affected
directly
obedience. He used them, and threw them overIn
Thery
marekian
M.
conclusion,
diplomacy.
board with equal frankness. He had no use for
ministers and deputies, except to execute his makes the following reflection : "If we admit,"
he says, "that these unremunerative burdens are
orders, and he had also a cheerful way of comchiefly
supported by the laboring classes, we
pelling them to assume the responsibility. Witshall
more
readily comprehend the cause of the
ness, for instance,his accusations against h'alk and
of
socialism in Europe."
progress
the National-Liberals, in regard to the KulturThe
moral
seems to be, let us implore heaven
kampf.
to
send
us
if any, great men. Nothing is so
few,
Re detested his political adversaries and for
as
this
brilliant
of the human
expensive
the man who incurred his displeasure he hael no species. Happily it is rare. variety
However interesting
forgiveness. Yet, inconsistently enough, he- they may be to contemplate as figures of the
showed esteem for certain of his most deter- past, no nation can afford to pay for an unlimmineel opponents. He always felt a respect for ited supply of Napoleons and Bismarcks.
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General Foreign Notes

It has been tlecieled to begin, without further
delay, the long projected church in the mission
parish of St. Bernard, Liverpool. It will be'
under the patronage of Our Lady of Lourdes and
Saint Bernard, and built according to the plans
of the famous Pugin. A little more than quarter
of the sum required for the building is already
in the treasury. Furthermore, the land is already purchased. The beautiful chapel raised
in 18K4 is now far too small for the steadily
growing parish. It is confidently expected that
the numerous Catholics who have received benefits from ()ur Lady of Lourdes, all over the world,
will lend their aid to this important work, since
it is the first e-hurch in Great Britain deelicateel
to her honor.

?

?

?

Tiik Dominicans of Rosary Hill have hearel
from the lips of the sub-commissary of the "Bourgogne," the circumstances of the enel of their
shipwrecked brothers. As they were aceustomeel
to sleep in their religious habits they hurried on
eleck, edael in their beautiful white vestments, by
which they were instantly recognized, and amid
all the confusion and terror which prevailed on
the ship, they lookeel like angels sent down from
heaven to guide the souls of those whom the sea

woulel presently engulf.
While the ship was still tossed to anel fro by
the waves, they gave absolution to their distressed companions anel prepared them to meet
the merciful Ruler of life and death. Father
Florisoone, the prior, showed the most perfect
self-control. When the " Bourgogne" was on the
point of sinking, he askeel the sub-commissary if
there* was anything else to be done. " What I
am about to do myself, jump into the sea." We
"
can not swim," replied the heroic superior, "may
the will of God be done ! " And then in order
to die according tei the rules of their order tinfathers began to chant the "Salve Kegina," ami
thus chanting they went into the next world.

A dispatch from Lemberg announces the
death of Cardinal Sembratowicz. The deceaseel
prelate was born at Doszmie-a, a Ruthenian village in Galicia, in the year 1 836. His early education was gameel in the college at Lemberg. In
185:! he started for Home, where he graduated
from the Greek-Ruthenian college of St.
Athanasius. In 1868, he returned to his native
land and was appointed curate of Tylioz.

Here the young priest not only practiced his
parish duties with much zeal, but devoted himself in a truly apostolic fashion, to the regeneration of the order of Basilian monks, which plays
so distinguished a part among the Ruthenian
people. His doctrinal abilities and his devotion
to the Church attracted the attention of Uome.
Pius IX. wishing to give a coadjutor to Monsignor
Joseph Sembratowicz, the Greek-Uniate Archbishop of Leopol, chose his brother, Sylvestre
Sembratowicz and entrusted to him the titular
diocese of Juliopol.
When Monsignor Joseph resigned in 1882, Leo
XIII. eloigned to confer on Monsignor Sylvestre,
the office of apostolic administrator of the metropolitan province of Leopol, Hallicia, etc., anel
later called him to the metropolitan see itself.
Since that time Monsignor Sylvestre Sembratowicz has not ceased to labor for the success of
his diocese. The Holy Father acknowleeiged his
services by first making him Assistant to the
The Emperor of
Throne and then Cardinal.
Austria, on his part, conferreel upon him the insignia of the royal order of the Iron Crown.
Besides other eminent services rendered to the
Church, the Ruthenian nation, and to the Austrian
monarchy, Monsignor Seml«-atowic.z particularly
distinguished himself by his efforts in behalf of
the convocation of a provincial Greek-Uniate
Ruthenian synod. This synod met in 1891, and
its decision won the pontifical approbation.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS
IN THE MAGAZINES.
The Spanish Character.

Spain anel the Spaniards continue favorite
topics with magazine writers. The two most
noteworthy contributions on these subjects to
appear recently are the paper which Mr. Sylvester Baxter has in the latest issue of the Review
of Reviews anil Mr. Irving Babbitt's article in
the Atlantic Monthly. Mr. Baxter writes upon
" Spanish Traits and the New World," and
while' he eliscerns not a few elark traits in the
Spanish character, he is not blinel to its good
qualities. He accuses the Spanish crown, the
Iberian nobility anel official class, anel the trailers
as well, of exorbitant greed, and he levels the

same charge against the Spanish Church. Yet
it was but a few days ago that announcement
was made of the fact that Monsignor Calvo, the
bishop of Cadiz, who tlied last month, since his
translation to that see from Santaneler, fourteen
years ago, had devoteel all his private means to
alleviating poverty anel wretchedness in Cadiz,
and was himself so poor at the time of his death
that he did not possess a single piece of money,
even of the smallest value. He certainly was
not an avaricious prelate, and there is very little
risk run in asserting that in his apostolical freedom from pecuniary greed he hael many counterparts in the Spanish hierarchy. The Spanish
rulers anil officials, the Iberian nobility and
traders may not be wholly free from inordinate
love of the almighty dollar"; but there are
rulers and officials and nobles and traders in
other lands who possess that love in a far greater
measure than they do; and if Mr. Baxter is
desirous of beholding a greedy church, he would
do well to turn his gaze from Spain to England
and examine the Anglican establishment, of
which the prime-minister in Hall Caine's "ChrisWe are a nation of money-lenders;
tian says
my boy, and the church is the worst usurer of
them all, with its learned divines in scarlethoods,
who hold shares in music halls, anel its fathers in
God living at ease anil letting out public houses."

"

"

:"

The Other Side of the Spaniard.
Mr. Baxter, however, sees good traits in the
Spaniard, and Spanish rule is not altogether bad
in his estimation. To the credit of that rule he
enumerates the magnificent monuments of its
beneficence that are yet to be seen in those
portions of America where Spain once held >way
such as institutions of learning and of the finearts, churches, hospitals and other charitable establishments, splendid public buildings, aqueducts, roads, brielges, etc. He might also have
included the preservation of the aboriginal races,
their conversion to Christianity and their civilization, three things which Anglo-Saxon methods

proved utterly incapable of effecting. Mr.
Baxter, moreover, finds the average SpanishAmerican singularly vigorous, energetic and
commercially enterprising, especially in Mexico
anel in this he agrees with that other competent
writer upon Spanish-American subjects, Mr. F.
R. Guernsey, who has repeatedly borne testimony
to the many good qualities of the SpanishAmericans. Of the Spaniards in their own land,
Mr. Baxter says that they are far from being the
decadent people certain prejudiced writers would
make them appear. " The valiant spirit, heroic
and self-sacrificing, that enable-.1 Spain to turn
Napoleon's path from the heights of victorious
renown down tei the depths of defeat," he tells
The peasantry
us, " is by no means dead.
of Spam is marked by admirable traits. These
poor and sturdy people are frugal, industrious,
temperate, patient under heavy burdens." And
he predicts that Spam will recover from lie-r
recent losses, anel become the mother country
"
\u25a0
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for the nations of ultra-mar that speak her
tongue, in the same regard that England is
mother to the lands in the seven seas, anel will
stand seeonel only to England in the number of
her sons."
From Another Point of View.

Unlike Mr. Baxter, who places the blame of
the most of the elefects which he sees in the
Spanish character upon the curse of golel with
which he thinks the peninsula affected, Mr.
Babbitt, in his Atlantic Monthly paper, holels the
national religion responsible for Spain's shortcomings. Apart, though, from this wholly unwarrantable assumption, Mr. Babbitt's article is
hardly worth any consideration. It is, in fact,
very sophomoric anel unworthy of place in a
magazine of the Atlantic's reputation. Indeed,
it is difficult to understand what its author is
driving at in certain passages. It is plainly to
be seen, of course, that he wants to get a whack
at the Church and the Jesuits, but he goes about
his work in a blind and blundering fashion. In
one passage he asserts that the Spaniarels arevery cruel to animals yet Spain, as far as we
know, never found it necessary, like our own
land, to organize a society for the prevention of
cruelty to animals ?anel then, he adds, the cause
of that trait in their character is due to that
medieval religion which, he says, so exalted man
above other creatures as to cause him to refuse
recognition of his relations with the rest of
nature. It would be interesting to know where
Mr. Babbitt got this notion regarding the teaching of medieval religion. Such assuredly was
not what it taught St. Francis of Assisi, who
may be taken as a very good representative of
medieval religion, for, in his great love for all
created things, he constantly inculcated the
lesson, learned by him, that the nearer man becomes to nature the closer he gets to God. The
following passage from Mr. Babbitt's paper gives
one- the- idea that hi' was writing to fill space, anel
the sense of what he says is far from being clear:
More than any other land Spain came under the
control of thatJesuitical Catholicismissued from
the Cemncil of Trent, which has poisoneel the
very life-blood of the Latin races ; which rather
than lose its holel upon the minds of men, has
consented, through its casuists, to sanction selfinelulgence ; which has retareled by every means
in its power the tlevelopment of those virtues of
self-reliance ami self-control, which more than
any othersaim at the aelvancement of the modern
spirit; and now that the Spaniarels are escaping
from the artificial restraint eif theirreligion, they
are left, passionate and impulsive children, to
meet the requirements of nineteenth century
life." Truly the poor dons are to be commiserated if they be in such a pitiable plight as that,
though just what Mr. Babbitt means by all these
words is not at all apparent to the average' mind.
To his way of thinking there is no hope for Spain
till she expels the Jesuit poison" from her veins
anil asks the help of the modern man in preference' to invoking the assistance of God's mother.
?

"

"

Mr. Babbitt seems to labor under the idea that
what he- e-alls "Jesuitical Catholicism" is pre-juelicial to the prosperity and progress of any
country anel demoralizing in its influence upon
men's minds. He ought to read what Lecky says
on the work and influence of the sons of St. Ignatius. "They saw," says that writer of the
Jesuits in his " Rationalism in Europe," " that a
great future was in store for the people, and they

labored, with a zeal that will secure them ever-

lasting honor, to hasten and direct the emancipation. By a system of the boldest casuistry, by

fearless use eif their private judgmentin all matters which the Church had not strictly defined,
and by a skilful employment anel expansion of
the maxims of the schoolmen, they succeeded
in disentangling themselves from the traditions
of the past and m giving an impulse to liberalism
wherever their influence extended." If he would

learn more about that "Jesuitical Catholicism "
of which he writes with evidently little or no acquaintance with its character, he might lake-
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Fisher's "History of the Reformation," and
there he will see it stated that it is curious to
observe the wielest speculations of Locke, Rousseau and Jefferson as to the origin of government
anil the rights of revolution were antieipateel by
the Jesuitic scholars of the sixteenth century;
it is remarkable that in opposition to these novel
elogmas there appeared on the Protestant side a
theory of the divine right of kings and the related eloctrine of passive obedience." And, finally, Mr. Babbitt ought to remember that Spain
die! once "expel the .le-suit poison" from her
veins when, under pressure from the Bourbons,
anel Mr.
whose methods the society opposed
Babbitt will hardly commend them she exiled
from her realm and colonies six thousand members of the oreier.

"

?

?

Medieval Convents.
There is a very readable paper in the latest
issue of the Revue dc Paris, to whose pages

Madame Arvede Barine contributes an article
descriptive of the convents of the Middle
Ages. This article deals chiefly with the medieval convents of Great Britain, in which country
conventual establishments were very numer-

ous at the timeof which Maelaine Barine writes.
The maelaine contends that the British eighth
century convent was for its age what Girton
and Newnham colleges are to the British girls
of this century, institutions of higher learning.
The abbess of a medieval convent was a woman
of great influence, ami we are told that when the
Pope, in the early part of the eighth century,
granted certain privileges to monastic and conventual houses in Kent, the document which
attesteel that grant was signed by five abbesses,
whose names follow the signatures of the archbishop of Canterbury and the bishop of Hoe-hester. Special mention is made of the abbey which
St. Hilda founeled in Yorkshire, anel arounel
which grew the town that is now called Whitby.
This saint, it may be stateel, also foundeel at
Whitby a monastary for men, and sei great was
the number of monks sheltered there, the place
once bore the name of Prestby.
It was in this
monastery that the greatnumberof distinguished
divines who attended the synod, which Madame
Bartine tells us was held at Whitby nine years
after St. Ililela foundeel her convent there, were
entertaineel during their stay in the place. To St.
Boniface, the apostle of Germany, is given the
credit of introducing the- conventual system
into that land. One of the most prominent German medieval convents was, so this article says,
the Gantlersheim Covent, which had the right to
issue- coins, to secure one of which at the present
day is a great joy to numismatic collectors.
Italy and Naples.

The eelitor of the New England Magazine, in
the latest issue of that monthly, says that the
present government of Italy is much akin to, if
not worse than, the cruel ami tyrannic despotism
which prevailed in the Neapolitan kingdom half
a century ago, and against which the lamented
Mr. Gladstone utteredhis famous condemnations.
He recalls that great Englishman's warning to
the Neapolitans, to whom Gladstone pointeel out
the disasters which would inevitably follow from
the continued maintenance by the government
of an impoverishing militarism, in lieu of a system of thrift, economy, industry anel freedom;
and then he goes em to say that no Gladstone is
needed to prophesy that similar disasters will
befall Italy if its rulers persist in their present
policy. Mr. Mead, however, has no hope that
"Uniteel" Italy will heed any warning that may
be- given to it. He thinks that the time may
come when America, which is largely indebted
to Italy because eif the fact that Columbus, Yespue'ci, Verazzano, the- Gabots anel other early explorers were- Italians, will deem it a duty to aiel
that unfortunate land "through the influence of
that public opinion which from now on rules
mankind, to the knowledge and exercise of those
political principles which are our blessing and
security, the- knowledge of the truth which maketh free." That sort of aiel would be' very good
in its way; but he who would advise "United"
Italy iimst pertinently anel sagely at the present
time- would counsel its rulers to make their peace
with the Holy See by restoring the Pope his liberty and rights of independent action. Until
Italy does that, it can not hope to evade the fate
which is plainly in store for it if its present
policy towards the Papacy be- persisted in.
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Churc alendar.
C
Sunday, Skit. 1. Fourteenth Sunday after
Epistle Gal. v. 16-24 ; gospel, Matt,
vi. 24-33. In the beginning of the epistle for
today we are told to walk in the spirit, which
means we must not resist the' influence of the
Holy Ghost; ami that we must be pure in thought
and avoid the lusts of the flesh which are totally
opposed to heavenly inspiration. There can be
no salvation for a man if he persists in yielding
to sensual temptations. A person is only a ChrisPentecost.

tian in name if he is in the world and of the

worlel, an indulger in sinful pleasures while he
pretends to reverence Christ. He can have no
love- for God or His only begotten Son Who elied
feu- mankind, if he eloes not crucify his carnal ele>>ires. lie that does not eleny himself is no true
disciple of the Redeemer; he does not take up
willingly the cross anel follow his divine Leader.
The works of the flesh, as set forth in the epistle-,
incluele, generally, all the sins of which man
may be guilty. They bring nothing but unhappiness anel misery to their perpetrators. On the
contrary, the fruits of the spirit yield only peace
anel joy even in this life. Those who walk in
the- spirit have a heaven upon earth, though they
may seem to suffer outwardly. They are given
the strength to bear without complaining all
human ills. They break no divine or human law
and are there-fore happy. They do not attempt
that impossibility, the serving of God and mammon, and are consequently able to fight the devil
in a strong fortress in which there are no weak
spots. His assaults may be terrible in their
force anil malignity, but those who walk in the
spirit, girt round about with the fruits of the
Holy Ghost, need fear no evil, and are sure
to reach that blissful land from which Lucifer
anil his angels were banished for their pride and
covetousness. 'Twas then that these rebellious

spirits began

to serve mammon and for countless ages have been trying to win recruits
to their unholy work. The love of power, the
fear of poverty, the wish for unholy enjoyments,
have won many to their ranks, for these are all
temptations of the flesh and necessarily belong
to the elomain of mammon. They are foreign
to the region of the spirit, where all is sweetness
and light. And why should man aspire to be
powerful in a worldly sense ? The life of the
greatest conqueror lasts but a day, comparatively
speaking, and it is full of care. Unholy ambition has sent many a man to hell, who if he hael

been humble and listened to the inspiration of
the Holy Ghost might now be reigning in Paradise. Why should a man dread poverty? Our
Lord and his apostles were poor. Wealth brings
responsibilities that are wearing and distracting,
and holy poverty will give man the riches of
heaven in the end. A few days of privation
here will be as nothing to the joys of the hereafter. Why should a person look forward to
the gratification of his passions ? Lewdness often
brings disease and death, anil in the end creates
self-disgust. No one can sink to the level of the
beast without realizing, if he retain his sanity, his
degraded condition. Do you ever see really
happy fae-es among the worldly successful, the
unworthy rich or those who are professed sensualists? No, indeed, they walk not in the spirit
anel consequently can not be at peace- with God or
man. They are driven about by the whips of unrealized wishes. What they long for is never
fully accomplished, and they go about with an
unsatisfied fee-ling that never comes to the devout
and' humble Christian who trusts all to (rod and
is not solicitous about the things of this transitory
life. Those who walk in the spirit are instructed
by the Holy Ghost, a teacher who e;an not err, a
comforter who never fails the true Catholic in the
hour of affliction. Pray, therefore, every day that
the Holy Ghost may be around and about you to
direct you in all spiritual and temporal affairs,
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Religous Instruction.
SERVING TWO MASTERS.

Si sua v.

Throw yourself into the bosom of God, as upon
a bed of rest.

" You can not serve Ceidanel mammon.''

-St. Mutt. vi.

We .shed 100 many tears,
And sigh too sore, and yield us up to woe,
As if God had not planned the way wego
And counted out our years.

Notwithstaniling these clear words of today's
gospel there are many who wish to be'the friends
of mammon without becoming enemies of God.
Mo Mi A Y.
Earth can never be wholly happy, because it They dally with the world, they try to serve
is not heaven ; nor ever wholly unhappy, because it anel God, if not at one and the same time, at
least alternately. They elo not appreciate the
it is the way thither.
A sajje declared in days of old
enormity of sin ; in fact they begin to doubt if
He'd move the world, if but a lever
(Joel will, after all, condemn a soul to eternal
He might discover long enough,
pains for one mortal sin. Their confessions are
A fulcrum that, was strong enough
He die.j, but found them never.
mechanical affairs, without any serious conver?

we, tlio' half as wise as he,
" ButThrough
own mercy

sion from their life of sin.

These are the semis

found that lever,
to whom the Holy Ghost addresses those awful
It's mighty arm is long enough,
words: "I woulel thou wert cold or hot; but beAnd Christian hearts are strong enough,
If only they endeavor,
cause thou art hike-warm and neither cold nor
Tl ESDAY.
hot, I will begin to vomitthee out of my mouth."
St. Teresa suffereel for twenty years from These, therefore, who are trying to serve (Joel

< loil's

disinclination to prayer without letting herself and mammon have already begun to serve mambe discouraged. This is of all her triumphs the mon. Christ will have nothing of those who will
one that surprises us most.
not serve Him with their whole hearts.
We shut the portal fast,
Row foolish to suppose that we can save our
And turn the key anel let no sunshine in ;
yet to the worst despair that comes through sin
souls by a divided love !
Where your treasure
Hod's light shall reacli at last.
is, there will your heart be also." And if for the
sake of the world and the things of the world we;
Goel reveals his will to those who wait in faith forsake
Christ in anything, we show where our
anel patience. He eloes not speak to unbelieving
is anil in what service we are.
treasure
anel unwilling ears.
of
us
Cod,
all,
If God be
the Maker
If our easy-going Christian were to appreciate
The (lawless One, unselfish and supreme,
the enormity of the least sin, he woulel but .adHow sail He must lie. hearing us revile,
mire God's justice in condemning a soul for a
And lash each other with the whip of blame,
our
praises
yet
we kneel and pour
forth
single mortal sin. It is not so much the single act
While
To Him, who needs them not ! His handiwork
which we call a mortal sin for which the soul is
We criticise and scorn, then in one breath
condemned, as for the moral leprosy which made
Extol tlie Maker. If indeed He be
The Coil we worship, He were better pleased
the sinner capable of so monstrous a crime. No
To hear less lauding of His own great name
words can aelequately eleseribe the awful leprosy
And more kind, helpful words from man to man ;
which covers the soul which is in a state of
To have. u« scatter on the breath of praise
mortal sin. When it becomes conscious eif its
The seeds of good He planted in each heart
And sun them with the radiance of our love
state, after death, it woulelbe a greater hell for it
Until they bloom in harvests of fair deeds
to stanel in presence of its outraged Creator than
lay
To
at His feet. Thus would He know
to suffer the miseries of that outer darkness where
Our aeloration was indeed sincere.
Thursday.
there is weeping and wailing ami gnashing of
The exercise of patience involves a continual
teeth. When it will be brought before- the judgbelief in the presence of God ; for we may be
ment
seat of God, before whose majesty the
come upon at any moment for an almost heroic
veiled their faces with their wings, it will
angels
to
display of gooel temper, and it is a short road
unselfishness, for nothing is left to self; all that cry out to the mountains toe-over it and the hills
seems to belong most intimately to self, to be to hide it from the sight of Goel.
selfs private property, such as time, home anel
Let not our easy-going friends think, therefore,
rest, are invaded by these continual trials of pathat sin is a matter of small consequence. They
tience.
There is no day so dark
are mistaken if they think that the sacrament of
But through the mink some ray of hope may steal,
Penance will do their work for them. If any
Some blessed touch from heaven I hat we might feel,
man goes to confession without eleiing his share,
If eve hut choose to mark.
by honestly repenting of the past, and sincerely
FlilllA v.
through
to
a
man
is
but
a
good
passing
Death
purposing to walk in the way of the commanddark entry, out of one little dusky room of his ments for the future, the last state' of that man is
Father's house into another that is fair and large,
the first. By no trickery oan we get
lightsome and glorious, anel divinely entertain- worse than
into heavejn ; God requires an honest service and
ing.
a whole-souled fidelity.
By all means, choose sometimes to be alone;
Salute thyself; see what thy soul doth wear:
But he caps the climax of folly who thinks to
Dare to look in thy chest; for 'tis thy own,
And tumble up and down what thou tind'st there. put off his conversion until his old age. Today's
What man, by taking thought, can
gospel asks
S ITURDAY.
There is a mysterious attraction between us adel one cubit to his stature ?" Who oan count
and heaven. God wants us, anel we want God. upon a day,muchlessa year ? Buteven if we could
O Piety ! O heavenly Piety!
OOUUt upon an old age, who tells us that we shall
She is not, rigid, as fanatics deem,
Hope,
But warm as Love anel beautiful as
become truly converted, when it is apparent
He that is crowned with that supernal crown
that the only reason for our conversion is the imIs lord and sovereign of himself and fate
possibility of sinning anymore? Confession is
Anil angels arc. his friends and ministers.
not the magical charm our easy-going friends
be
the
mists
dissipated
and your cares will
like
would have it to be ; it can not make a foul sinner
of the mountain before the morning sun.
into a saint by sleight of hand. (Joel might save
St. Lawrence Justinian, the worst sinner in a moment, as He did the penMonday, Sept.
Bishop anil Confessor.
itent thief. But who is certain that He has done
Tuesday, Sept. *>. Feria.
so in a single other case ? Let us not try to cheat
Wednesday, Sept. T. Feria.
God. lie can not be mockeel. He has told us
Thursday, Sept. 8. Nativity of the Blessed clearly that we must serve Him with all our
Virgin. St. Adrian, Martyr.
hearts, or we are none of His. We must ulioose
Fbiday, Sept. 9. Of the Octave of the NaHim and mammon. It is impossible
between
tivity. St. Gorgonius, Martyr.
(iod or
Saturday, Sept. 1". St. Nicholas of Tolen- not to choose. Which shall it bemammon ?
tino, Confessor.

"

:"
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Temperance.
LEMONADE

OR WINE?

A young man in company with several other
gentlemen called upon a young lady. I [er father
was present to assist in entertaining the guests,
and offered wine, but the young lady asked :?
" Did you call upon me or upon papa?"
Gallantry, if nothing else, compelled the-in to
answer: "We called upon you."
"Then you will please not elrink wine. I have
lemonade for my visitors."
The father urged bis guests to drink, and they
we're- undecided. The young lady added
Remember, if you called on me, then you

.

:

"
elrink

?

lemonade-, but if upon papa, why in that
I have nothing to say."
The wine' glasses were set down with their contents untasted. After leaving the house one- of
the' party exclaimed :
"That was the- most effectual temperance lecture I ever heard ! "
Tin- young man from whom these facts were
obtained broke- off at one-e from the use- of strong
elrink, anel hohls, in grateful remembrance, the
lady who so gracefully, yet resolutely, gave- him
to understand thai her guests should not drink
wine.

H.EA.RI
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servation goes, drunkenness was at the- bottom by Jesus Christ. Sir Edward Sherburne was
of the- misery, and not the- industrial conditions also one of the Catholics who were distinsurrounding the ine-n anel their families.? Hon. guished before Dryden's time. It will not
be- necessary for you to read all these writers
Carroll D. Wright.
in detail. You will find extracts from their
Tin-, bicycle is the' enemy of the liquor habit
works in the collections of old English verse
for two reasons. It appropriates, both for its
which may be found in the Public Library. But
purchase and for ils use-, the- spare- money of the
you
need not confine your reading of poetry to
yeiung man, that formerly went largely to the
distinctively
Catholic authors. If you are not
saloon ke-i-jxT, and it makes impossible ovor-infamiliar with Goldsmith, you will find
already
dulgence in intoxicating drinks, because- it can
him very pleasant reading. He- was an Irishman
be operated only to ad\ antage by a strong-limbed
who embodied many of Ins own experiences in
and clear-headed rider.
"The Deserted Village" and"The Traveler."
"Drinking and drunkenness among the rank His comedy ??She Stoops to Conquer," is also an
and file of an army soon become one and the same- amusing production to read or see played. Thomas
thing, and drunkenness destroys subordination, Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard " ought
discipline' and efficiency. My sentiments on this to be familiar to every intelligent reader; and
subject cannot be too strongly stated.
I hail William Collins" "Ode to the Passions" is one
rather march at the- head of 5,000 temperance of the- English Classics.
" The Excursion "by
men, than at the head of two or three times that William Wordsworth is a poem that is full of
number of topers. GENERAL Winkii:i.d Scott. beautiful descriptions of nature. Wordsworth
was ridiculed by Byron and other poets of his
"We' lament the possession by the Turk of the day,
but he seems destined to live longer than
beautiful city of the- Constantines. We mourn those who made fun of him. He was the- fore-to see the- St. Sophia of Justinian now a mosque runner of Tennyson though he lias a ruggedof Mahomet, but our souls are the beautiful cities ne-ss tlit- latter poet did ned possess. You must
of Goel and the- temple of the holy wisdom is
not neglect Te-nnyson's "Idylls of the King"
built by God within them. A worse than Mos- which refer to the somewhat mythical age- of
lem possesses them, and a viler being than King Arthur, sir
Galahad, who was one of his
Mahomet is recognized as a prophet. Intemper- knights is beautifully described in one of the- late
ance defiles the te-mple- oi God, and sin and mis- poet-laureate's shorter poe'ins, ami Tennyson's
ery rule- within its sacreel precincts.''- Do. rOB poem to St. Agnes is a gem. It is hardly necessary
Conaty.
to mention Thomas Moore. Nearly every one
Oi i: non-Catholic friends are- beginning to apof Irish descent knows bis "Irish Melodies" by
preciate' the' great work done- by the Catholic heart. 11 is series of poems under the general
Total Abstinence' Union eif America. The Tem- title'
I.alia Kookh " are not so much re-ad
perance Cause, the organ of the' Massachusetts now as they were in my boyhood, but they conTotal Abstinence Society of which the Hon. tain Mime fine pictures of Eastern life, though
John I). Bong, secretary of the- navy, is presi- they an- sometimes overloaded with fanciful
dent, commenting on the recent national conven- conceits that do not add to the- strength of the
tion of the- ('. T. A. U., says:"The gre-al con- verse. 1 have not mentioned Milton, the great
vention of the Catholic Total Abstinence Union, Puritan poet, because- you oan take up the study
held this year in Boston, lias come and gone. of his works later on. He is much talked
There- are- now about eighty thousand adherents about, but few wing the dust from his works in
to tins effective organization, besides many who order to peruse them. Of later poets you will
have taken the pledge- but not lie-e-oiue- formally liiid a goodcollection in A Victorian Anthology,"
By their instrumen- edited by F.diiiund Clarence Stednian. It conconnected with tin- body.
tality a vast amount of good is accomplished."
tains many poems by Catholic authors.
In
Professor William Minto's "The Literature of
Archbishop Elder of Cincinnati is disedified
the Georgian Era," you will find notices of someat the conduct of those who return from funerals
eif the' poets that I have' not space' tei mention.
and visit barrooms near the cemeteries. He- savs:
In essays J. O'D. must read those in "The
"We- earnestly appeal to all Catholics not to
Spectator" and"The Tattler," which were
patronize these- saloons, abstaining from entering written by Addison and Ste-e-le-. One of the
them, not only when returning from a funeral,
most delightful essayists in the- English languagi
but also when making visits to the graves of rel- is
Charles Lamb, and in the many volumes of
ative's or friends. We- requesl Catholic underessays by William Ha/.litt, my young corretakers to direct their ine-n not to stop the- car- spondent will find much to interest him. This
riages at saloons when returning from the cem- writer's lectures on the' literature of the age of
etery. And we' ask the faithful not to engage Elizabeth ami on the- characters eif Shakespeare
undertakers who disregard this, our request, will add to the literary knowledge- of the young
whie-li we make out of a sense of decent regard voyager in the sea of books. Among Catholic
for the dead and for the honor of religion."
essayists of our own .lay, Agnes Repplier, Louise
Imogen Guiney, and Brother Axariaa must not
neglected.
be'
Friendly Hints.
J. O'D. ask> me for the- name of a good French
grammar. rleetel's " Elementary French GramSELF-EDUCATION.
mar " ought to suit his purpose for the present in
beginning the- study of French. There will,
doubtless, be- many Spanish grammars placed on
I closed my former article, in reply to J.O'D.,
tin- market now that we- have acquired Porto
with a reference to Pope as a Catholic. There
Rico and will have so much to do with Cuba and
were other British Catholic poets after Henry
the- Philippine*) but at present, Montague's
VIII.'s secession from the true faith, notably
is a good one', and will help my young
Jasper Heywood and Robert Southwell, who grammar
iv a study of Spanish. By thecoi'i-e-spondeiit
wen- both Jesuits; Thomas Lodge, a story-teller
way, why can not he- attend tin- evening high
and B dramatist as well as a verse maker, Henry
school which holds i sessions in the- English
Constable, James Shirley, who is counted among
high school building on Montgomery street,
the great English dramatic poets Sir William
Boston. They teach French there and may now
Davenant, and Richard Crashaw. The last men- teach Spanish. I will reserve some remarks on
tioned was the author of the- line,
American authors and other subjects until next
??The conscious water saw ils Cod and blushed,"
wee-k.
Bi SEDK I IiKI.L.
which commemorates the first miracle performed
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WHO PAYS THE BILLS?

Who pays the bills r Who feeds the drunkard's children ? Who provides for the drunkard's wife ? Who supports the- beggarly tramps
who, having wasted their money in drink, wander
Who repairs the losses
about the country?
caused by the failure of intemperate merchants
and re'e-kle-ss and half-intoxicated business ine-n ?
Who makes good the damages caused by the
blunders of drunken workmen, and the hindrances of business caused by the sprees of inWho pays for the railtemperate employees?
road wrecks caused by drunken conductors and
engineers?
Who builds the asylums where'
crazy drunkards are kept? Who supports the'
Who pays
idiotic children of drunken men ?
the- attorneys, and juries, and judges who try
drunken criminals? Who pays the expenses of
trials and commitments and executions occasioned by the crimes of drunken men? Who pays
for the' property destroyed and burned by
drunken men ? Who builds and supports almshouses, which but for drink might re-main unoccupied? Who endures the Buffering, and losse-s,
and brutality, which are due to the- recklessness
and insanity of drunken husbands and fathers?
Who pays for the inquest held
Irunkards
found dead by the wayside? Who pays for a
pauper's coffin, and for digging a grave in Potter's tie-Id, when the last ...lass has been drunk?

??

??

TEMPERANCE NOTES.
In Massachusetts at present there are' twenty
cities and fifty-seven towns which have a liquor
license feature in their laws, and twelve cities
and 264 towns which have v..ted for no license.

best and the worst. And while-, as I say. I am
aware that the worst exists, and as bad as under
r as bad as m any age, I have never
any syste
loeik
beyond the inmates to find the'
had to
;
cause and in every case, so far as my own ob-

RED

'?

ease-

A coroner's jury at Galesburg, 111., recently
returned a verdiot condemning a liquor dealer
who sold liquor to a man who was killed by the
cars while drunk. The jury also censured the
city for allowing the sale of liquor to drunkards.
Things are moving.
"I ii \ vi: looked into a thousand homes ot the
working people of Europe; I do not know how
I have tried to find the
main in this country.

.mi
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FILE

SACKED

the Cheverus Chapter has ceased to be or has lost interest in the proceedings of your letter page, I must, as secretary, tender the excuses of the Chapter. We have not
lost
iv your work, but, on the other hanel, we
UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS. haveinterest
gaineel in numbers, and have elesireel to have
of the
Now that Uncle Jack's boys and girls are rested after our Chapter's picture in the Review as somecause
Such is the
of
already
other
have
done.
Chapters
reguthe summer holidays and are getting back into the
our silence.

FutaMOrenW
d omen.

lar routine of school anel home, they w 11 be able to give
more attention to the work of the League of Defenders
of the Holy Name. Uncle Jack wants the Defenders to
make the coming twelvemonth an extra good year for
the League. If each Defender would go to work and
why, we
get another boy or girl to join the League
shouldn't be far short of the 10,000 mark. And that's
the number we ought to begin the new century with.
Don't you think so, Defenders? If you do, you'd better
start In to elo your share of the work right oil. With that
many young folks pledged to knock swearing in the
head there oughtn't to be much left of the habit. Probably none of you, unless the newest comers, need to be
told that the League of Defenelers is an association of
boys and girls who believe that swearing and the use of
bail words generally are exceedingly offensive to God.
They propose to do what they can to root out the bael
habit. Each Defender agrees not to use offensive language himself to persuade others to join the League
and to say a little prayer of reparation, God's name be
praised," whenever he hears any one else take the Lord's
Name in vain.
Roxbuky, Mass., July 23, 1898.
Dear Uncle Jack:
During the summer of 18%, a frienel lent me some Keviews. I became very much interested in the page elevoteel to " Our Future Men and Women." Reading about
the Chapters which had been foundeel and the interest
which the members took in the good work maele me think
that I shoiilel like to found one myself.
In the autumn, Sunday-school reopened, I tolel the
girls of the other Chapters, and asked them how they
Should like to belong to a Chapter. They were very enthusiastic, so the next, week a meeting was held at my
house. We all signed the promises and voted to pay a
due of one cent each week. We also voted to use no more
slang. We elected a treasurer anel secretary at this meeting, and so the Chapter was founded.
We asked Uncle Jack to suggest a name which he did.
At one meeting a short biography of Bishop Cheverus was
reael, anel the members voted unanimously to call our
Chapter by the name which Uncle Jack had given, Chev?

;

"

?

erus Chapter.
We hold meetings twice a month at, my house, but we
have held none since June, because most of the members
are away.
When we meet again in September, wo, intend to follow
the programme printeel each month in the Review.
Our old programme divided our time into three parts:
1. business, 2. reaeling, :S. talking.
The business consisted of the reading of reports of the
treasurer and secretary, the admission of new members,
and the paying of clues.
We usually had something on hand to read, a short
story or poem. "The. Courtship of Miles Standish" lasted
for several meetings. Bach member read a portion.
During the last third of the meeting we talked of what we
read exchangeel opinions, anel then hael a general talk
with a good deal of fun.
When we have two dollars in the treasury, we vote
what to do with it. Last Christinas we gave it to St.
Mary's Infant Asylum. It made quite a hole in our funds
to have our pictures taken, but the treasury is beginning
to fill again, and would Uncle Jack suggest some useful
means of speneling it?
Would he also name some good books to read at the
meetings?
Hoping that I have given a clear idea of the Cheverus
Chapter, I remain,

One of your grown-up nieces,
Rose H. Guinan, Founder of Cheverus Chapter.
It gives Uncle Jack a great ileal of pleasure to print
the Cheverus Chapter's pictures and the Founder's very
He
interesting history of its founding and life since.
hopes thatboth will be an Inspiration to other boys and
girls to establish Chapters, and to other Chapters to
scud In their pictures and history. Uncle Jack will give
a little talk on secondary objects presently aed by the
way is always pleased to receive hints and suggestions
Has
from Defenders and their grown-up friends.
Cheverus Chapter tried reading poetry at their meetings
Perhaps a selection from Miss
or short biographies?
Repplier's "Book of Famous Verse" would be enjoyed.
Miss Anna T Sadlier has written some interesting short
biographies which every girl ought to know. Miss Alcott's biography.by her friend Mrs. Cheney, ought to be
interesting to almost any group of girls, and it will
surely be full of inspiration to every-day tine deeds. If
the members of Cheverus Chapter have time, each one
might select a famous personage and read up about him.
Then she could write down the most Interesting facts
and storks about him, and read them at the Chapter's
meeting. One member might take Miss Alcott, another
Father Damien, another St. Francis of Assisi, or any one
else they may be interested in.
Roxbuky, Mass., June 14,18U8.
Dear Uncle Jack:?
If, ou account of our long silence, you have thought that

:
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she has visited. Uncle Jack hopes the Chapter tries to
find out all about the history of each institution it
visits and the history of the order of Sisters in charge.
They will be interested in the organization of the sisterhood and the different ways in which different convents
are conducted. Probably Uncle Jack's girls will be
very much astonished to find that Sisters are very often
as good business women as the most advanced new
women. Usually heads of convents are appointed by
superiors who are elected. These head officers are
responsible for the running of their houses. The
superior has to map out the work for the other members
of the community and devise ways and means of getting
money to carry on the work. Some Sisters bring money
with them sufficient to support themselves for a long
time. Each order has its own special rules of government and the members of Cheverus Chapter will iind
them very interesting. The mother superior or the
chaplain will probably be the best ones to whom to
apply for information. They will either tell them all
about It or recomnicnil some books which will give a
history of the order.

Our Chapter has gone on many interesting tours to the
elilTerent Catholic institutions about Boston, among them
being St. Mary's Orphanage. It is a home iv charge of
the Sisters of Charity, anil is united with the Carney Hospital in its gooel works, the nurses of the latter spending
some time there eluring training. It is situated on the
summit of a small hill, anel has large anel pleasant grounds
which get a refreshing breeze from Dorchester Bay. The
home is for children under live years of age, anil the clay
on which we visited the home they entertaineil us with
songs, which they sang very prettily. The chapel belonging to the orphanage is not very large, as most of the
children are not large enough to attenel Mass, hut nevertheless it is very pretty. Services are helil there frequently for friends of the home and are very well
attended.
Hoping that my letter is not too long to ho published,
Taunton, Mass., Aug. 1, 181)8.
and with the best wishes of the Cheverus Chapter, I Dear Uncle Jack:
remain,
It Is my great pleasure to Inform you of our newly orYour affectionate niece,
gani/.eel Chapter of Defenders of the Holy Name.
Angela M. I'eakck.
The majority of the votes cast were for St. Lawrence to.
Uncle Jack thinks the custom which Cheverus he the name of the Chapter.
The founder, JohnM. Claffy, succeeded in getting eight
Chapter has made for itself of visiting dilterent instibesieles himself and expects a number more on
members
tutions an excellent one. Young Catholics ought to the roll for the next meeting on Aug. 12.,
make themselves acejuainted with the workings of all
The initiation fee was voteel to he five cents for each
the societies and institutions connected with the member, and the month's clues are ten cents. We orChurch. If they understand just what the institutions ganized our Chapter July 2'J, and it was decided to have
are for and how they are conducted, they will never meetings the second and fourth Friday of each month.
?

CHEVERTJS CHAPTER, EOXBUBY, MASS.

grumble-, as not a few grown-ups do sometimes, when
their turn comes to help support the work
Boston, Mais., July 2, 18'J8.
Dear Uncle .Tuck:
I belong to the Cheverus Chapter. We have visited
some interesting places during the last school year. I
thought I would tell you about the Carmelite Convent,
which we visited in September. The first place in which
the nuns lived after corning to Boston was a house on
Cedar street, Roxbury. A few years ago Most Rev. J. J.
Williams, D- D., bought an old estate on Mount Pleasant
avenue where he has since built the convent. It is built
after the old Spanish style, and is made of brick and
brown stone. The chapel is very pretty. It is dedicated
to the Infant of Prague. The altars are built of beautiful
marble. There are handsome stained glass windows,
which are gifts. The Sisters do not hear Mass or other
services in the chapel as we do. They sit in a room which
is separated from it by a large iron screen. There is a
little door in this through which the priest gives them
Holy Communion. When a Sister has a visitor she
stands on one side of an iron screen and the friend ou the
other. The walls of the chapel are all bare, no paint or
paper. Each nun has a little room or cell to sleep in. It
is furnished very plainly. A hard weioelen cot, no springs,
a mattress of woollen shavings; two coverlids, one of
brown serge, one of white. A large wooden cross is hung
on the wall at the'head of the bed. There is also a
wooelen table in each cell. I don't think there is a mirror or looking-glass in the whole convent. The chaplain
is Father Henry Barry, who is a tine preacher. Any oue
may go to Vespers on Sunday afternoon. This is all I
can remember now. Wishing all success to the Review,
I remain,
Your loving niece,
Mary IItoo ins.
Mary's letter is very interesting. She must write
again soon and elescribe some of the other institutious
?

We hold our meetings at the house of the Founder at 19
Smith street.
Our Founder consulted Rev. Kuthe-r Roach who said it
was a very good thing for children antl toltl him to go
right along with it.
The Chapter likes the Review very much antl will read
It at every meeting. All the members woultl like to have
badges anil wear them as it woultl make them think more
of the society to which they belong.
I would like to know the. price of a dozen badges without the Sacred Heart Keview. As it has taken me over
two hours, 1 will close.
Your loving nephew,
William Ruii.ek,
Secretary of the St. Lawrence Chapter.
And it gives Uncle Jack great pleasure to hear from
If St. Lawrence
such an enthusiastic new Chapter.
Chapter will just persevere as it has begun, each member thinking always to guard his own tongue, to say the
little prayer of reparation when others' tongues slip,
and to do his best to interest others in doing away with
swearing well there's no limit to what such a Chapter
may accomplish. It seems to Uncle Jack that once a
month will be often enough to meet unless the Chapter
has any special work on hand. It's better to have one
good strong interesting meeting than to have a great
many and then have the members get tired. As for the
badges, like other blessed articles they are never sold.
They are only given away with subscriptions to the
Sacred Hkabt Review. Every subscriber who sends
two dollars for a year's subscription to the Rkvikw is
entitled to a badge and a Manual.
UNCLE JACK.

Never take a step without asking God to direct you.
l'ut all your confidence In Him.
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FamilrScience.
THE CREATOR?S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE
The So-Called Intelligence of Bees.

HEART REVIEW

HACKED

It was found that memory pictures had no part
in guiding the bees, for when the hive was
maskeel no effect was noticed unless red or white
was used. These two colors always seem to disquiet bees and cause a collecting, probably
through their dazzling effect.
The following experiments show that the unknown guiding force, whatever it may be, directs
them not to any given object, such as the hive,
but to the point in space which may or may not
be the one in which the hive stanels or stooel.
Of a number of bees carried in a box a long

Bethe's experiments on ants, some of which
were described in these columns last week, show
that individuals are recognized, anel paths followeel by means of some volatile material associated with, and deposited by, the ants. Roth
Lubbock's and Bethe's experiments show that
this volatile material, which is called "Neststoff"
(" nest-material"), is alike for individuals of the distance from the hive and liberated, not all resame nest, and that every nest has its character- turnee! to the hive,but some, after circling in the
istic nest-material which is produced by each air for some seconds, returned to the box, which
had been set on a rock before being opened.
individual.
The seconel half of Bethe's paper in Pjliitjers These bees were thrown into the air again, and
Archio is elevoted to research on bees, in an en- the box removed. This time the bees came to
deavor to answer the questions: Do bees of one the spot where the box had been. The bees
hive recognize one another? and How do bees were again liberated while the box was held in
find their way? As regards the first, Bethe finds the hand above the ground. The bees were obthat bees, like ants, do not know individuals served to come to the space where the box had
either by sight or smell, but that, ab ovo, they been, and to circle about it some time.
react in a friendly manner toward their own
This unknown force does not operate an incolony nest-material, anel in an unfriendly man- finite distance, but is limited to an area the radius
ner toward a nest-material of bees of other hives. of which is about three miles.
In conclusion the author finels that nothing in
As with ants, two nest-materials may be so mixed
as to become one, as is shown by the method nec- the phenomena exhibited by bees, or ants, proves
essary in introducing a new queen into a queen- the existence of any psychical quality. They
less hive. If unprotected she is at once killed. learn nothing, but act mechanically in whatever
If however she is put among them for a few days, they do?their complicated reflex actions being
protected by a gauze box, and then liberated, she set off by simple physiological stimuli. This conis received.
At first her nest-material calls out clusion seems warranted by the experiments of
the fighting reflex of the hive, but given time, Bethe, but it will not commend itself to the bethe nest-materials of both mix and cease to afford lievers in the supposed extraordinary intelligence
of ants and bees.
any adverse stimulus.
The question as to how bees find their way is
BIRTHDAY GIFTS.
a more difficult one to answer than is the same
question in the case of ants. They cannot leave
( Continued from page 185.)
in the air, as the ants do on their paths, a material which can guide them to and from the hive; offering one little penny monthly that the kingbut since a male moth has been known to locate elom of Cod may come. What are these but the
a female several miles distant, it seemed not im- two strong hands and arms and active feet
possible that a volatile chemical material might whereby the Church will accomplish the work
be the agent which guides bees. A tunnel of set before her to do, to save the souls of men F
One little prayer, one little penny, how small
paper placed over the entrance of the hive caused
a great change in the actions of the bees; a few that seems ! Yes, but these seeming trifles comcrossed over the paper, either in or out, but col- bined in these great organizations, systematically,
lected at the edge, both on the inside and outsiele the wide world over, what can they not do in
of the tunnel, and buzzed. When it was removed uniein with the Heart of Jesus Christ! "Teresa
there was a rush ot bees both entering and leav- and this ducat, nothing," crieel the love-inliameei
ing the hive. A bridge of paper over the en- Saint of Avila. "But Goel, Teresa, and this
trance caused no such disturbance, since the en- elucat, everything !
trance board was left free, on which there was a
Let us think for a moment of what race our
which
came. She was a Hebrew of the Hebrews,
guided
Lady
material
the crawling bees.
a daughter of Abraham. She came of
by
Jewess,
\i flying bees are guieleel
the nest-material a
that
is by no means entering in any large
which is radiating from the hive, then turning a race
numbers
into
the Christian Church at present.
the hive 00" should have no effect; but it did.
returned
The bees
to the side where the entrance P>ut what says a recent writer? Mark his strong
was before turning.
Turning the hive more worels well.
slowly proeluced a singular result. When the
"Has Cod utterly rejected those who were
of
90°
was
made
in
revolution
fifteen minutes the once His own chosen people, because of their
in
until
the
80" point was reached, after unbelief ? No, most assuredly no. Just as,
bees went
anel
fewer went in until at 90" none long since, He had reserveel unto Himself seven
which fewer
When
went in at all.
twenty minutes were con- thousand men that hael not bowed the knee to
hive
the bees went in until Baal, se> teielay deies He draw from out his olden
sumed in turning the
;
the 45" point was reached nor were the results people a banelful of elect. By far the larger
essentially different when the rotation was re- number, it is true, shut their eyes anel turn
away, but their blinelness is not to last always ;
duced to forty-five minutes.
back
50
When the hive was drawn
centimetres owing to this falling away, the heathen, chosen
the
bees re- to fill Israel's place before God, are now arousing
position,
(1.6 feet) from its usual
and, something of rivalry among the Jews, and some
the
entrance
was,
turned to the place where
entrance.
clay the Gentiles will induce these fore-runners
circling about, some would find the
no
of theirs in the faith to follow their own example.
feet)
When drawn back two metres (6.56
old
Anel then, if a temporary falling away on the
about
its
bees found the hive, but circled
Jews' part, if this momentary eclipse of their
box
with
a
hundreds,
position in
going into a
the
has been the means of giving such spiritual
faith,
hive
hole in it, if the box was placed where
wealth as well as salvation to the world, what
hael been.
enresults will follow the conversion of the entire
A chemical nest-material aids somewhat in
role
body ? It will be like a flash of Hie from the
tering the hive, but does not play the chief
And again, Israel
in guiding flying bees, whatever it is, it seems to cold heart of death.
in
blindness
forever,
persist
its
guide thorn, not to the hive but to a point in spae-e is not destined to
have
entered
into
the
only
until all nations
where it was left by the bees.
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Church; then will God be mindful of the
promises made unto the patriarchs, He will turn
unto their children's children, and call them to
Himself."
With these thoughts in mind on the Bth clay
of September, let us make special prayers to
God to bring into His true fold the Jewish
people, Mary's own people, the race from which
Christ came according to the flesh. And to accomplish this, so far as lies in our own power,
more speedily, every member of the League, and
every member of the Propagation of the Faith,
should offer themselves heartily for a constant
intercommunion of pray ers and good works, that
the kingdom of God may indeed come quickly,
and His holy will be done on earth as it is in
heaven. Indeed, why should not each member
of the League of the Reeleemer's Sacreel Heart
ask himself if he can not gladly give one penny
monthly to that earnest, hard working and very
noble Society for the Propagation of the Faith,
r

to aid it in its strong endeavor to save the souls
for whom Christ died ?

THE FAREWELL ADDRESS A ?BACK NUMBER??

The political bible of our people for over a
century has been Washington's farewell aeldress,
yet today it is the victim of a covert campaign
of depreciation and assault conducted by the
new school of American imperialists.
Washington's sober appeal for national unity,
his solemn warnings against sectionalism and the
excesses of partisanship, his argument that morality and religion are supports of political prosperity, his sage admonition that we cherish the
public credit and observe good faith and justice
toward all nations?-what are these but self-evident truths ? Can these have been written merely
for a small and weak nation ? Can they ever become obsolete?
Yet the imperialists, the revolutionists of our
time, sweepingly assert that George Washington's
farewell address has hael its clay, that it was prepared for 3,000,000 people and not for twenty
times that number, thathe never could have foreseen the conditions the United States would face
a century hence, and that now the timehas come to
jcast off the influence which this valedictory of
the nation's first president has always exere-ised
upon us.
True, the imperialists combat particularly Washington's words regarding our
foreign policy, yet in affirming the transitory
character of that portion of the address they
affirm the transitory character of it all. We
assert, on the other hand, that the aeldress was
written for all time, anel that what Washington
saiel regareling our foreign policy was as much
intended for ourselves and our posterity as were
his warnings against sectionalism ami partisanship or his aelmonition that we cherish the public credit. Washington eliei not write for his own
generation alone, but for generations to come.
He saiel:
" The great rule of conduct for us in regard
to foreign nations is, in extending our commercial
relations, to have with them as little political
connection as possible. So far as we have
already formed engagements, let them be fulfilled
with perfect good faith. Here let us stop.
Europe has a set of primary interests which to
us have none or a very remote relation. Hence
she must be engaged in frequent controversies,
the causes of which are essentially foreign to
our concerns. Hence, therefore, it must be unwise in us to implicate ourselves by artificial
ties in the ordinary vicissitudes of her politics
or the ordinary combinations and collisions
of her friendships or enmities."
Those words might have been written yesterelay
in so far as they state the simple facts of international affairs. Europe has a set of " primary
interests " different from ours now as well as a
oentury ago. And it follows that we should not
implicate ourselves in the ordinary vicissitudes
of interests which little concern us. Let us extend our commerce as far as can be, said Washington, but let us also maintain our political in?

dependence with scrupulous care.
Republican.

?
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A GLANCE AT THE
NEWEST STYLES IN DRESS.
Fashions in mourning attire are

gradually undergoing a cha.ige. A
great deal more white is allowable

nowadays than would have been
dreamed of a few years ago. White
shirtwaists are frequently worn by
women in deep mourning. They
must be dull white with no lustre,
and of plain material with no fancy
designs. Many women at the fashionable summer places have gone
so far as to wear all white gowns,
the only bits of black about the costume being the gloves, slippers and
belt. One young widow wore a
lustreless white satin evening dress,
with no trimming except a bunch of
loops of black ribbon at her waist.

Some of the Fall hats are already
on exhibition. The walking hat in
all sorts of variations is to the fore.
A very pretty design has a walking
hat brim of stiff felt bound with
velvet anel a crown of soft plaid velvet. It has a very pretty effect, and
is apt to be more becoming than the
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viceable anel pretty ones as low as
half a dollar. Most of them are
made of silk and have extension tops
of metal. In the more expensive
kinels these tops are of gold or silver
covered with etruse-an work. Others
are knitted of silk thread with jewels woven in. Beaded bags are
among the novelties. Of course,
there are all sorts of leather bags
too. Most of these bags are rather
small, being intended to holel only a
handkerchief and change. The silk
bag, whether of woven material, embroidered or beaeled, or knitted or
crochetted, is something that appeals to the Woman who is looking
for something to make for Christmas. The tops for these bags can
be bought separately at almost any
price one wants to pay.
TIIK OLD BLACK SILK.

Black silk, no matter how good,
if it is worn a great deal in hot,
dusty weather, is sure to show signs
of the fray at the enel of the summer. No matter how old it is, if it
is not too badly cracked, it pays to
rip up and make over an old black
silk gown. After all unless it's a
good blue serge there is nothing so
generally satisfactory anel serviceable as a gooel black. No matter how
plainly made it is always dressy
enough for any occasion. With a
fancy chiffon or lace fichu or e-ollarette, it becomes suitable for theatre,
dinner, reception or dancing party.
When a thrifty French woman
wishes to make over her black silk,
she rips it apart and brushes each
piece very carefully until every
speck of dust is removed. Then she
lays it flat on a board and sponges
it with coffee which has been freed

let down every few months. Little
girls wear their skirts somewhat
longer than they did a few years ago.
Children's shoes are also made
higher than they were.
A very pretty waist to go with
this skirt has a blouse front surmounted by a tucked yoke. Graduated
frills forming bretelles extend from
the waist line to the shoulders back
and front. These frills are edged and
headed to match the ruffle on the
skirt. The collar is a Hat band
topped with lace. This waist must
be made over a fitted lining.
The
sleeves are close-fitting with puffs
at the shoulder. About three and a
half yards of thirty inch material
will be required for a frock for a girl
of ten years.
Polly Daly.

THE

BEAUTY THAT ENDURES.

" Who would have thoughtthat so
handsome a man as Mr. C. would
have married such a plain woman."
This was the remark we heard a
young woman possessing more than
her share of good looks make about
a sister less fortunate in that which
the average woman prizes so highly.
This pretty creature seemed wholly
unconscious of the fact that a plain
woman could be companionable.
Brought up and educated to pose as
a beauty, her ideas of woman's mission are vague and indefinite. Usefulness never having been suggested
to her, she vainly imagines that
beauty and excellence go hand in
hand. That to be plain" is to be
unworthy antl insignificant. That
only a beautiful woman can make
home attractive. She is evidently
not a
plain woman" except in
speech ; if she were, she might some
day prove a genuine blessing to some
poor, unfortunate benedict. She
does not know that "handsome is as
handsome does," and that the severest lesson of her life may be learned
when she finds that the way to the
heart of her husband is through how
well she prepares his meals; when

regular alpine. This style is likely
to be popular during the early Fall.
Cashmere is going to be worn a
great deal this season. Some very
handsome tailor-maele costumes are
made of it. Many of the Fall gowns
have short blazer jackets and natty
waistcoats of harmonizing colors.
Braid of all kinds from the plain
flat band to the most dizzilyintricate
"
all-over design will be fashionable.
But oddly enough the modistes are
putting the braid on the elderly
laelies' dresses and making the
"
younger folks' frocks with the severe from sediment by straining it through
plainnessof cut and finish which are a cloth. The silk is sponged on the
the surest signs of skill.
right side, allowed to become half
dry, and then ironed on the wrong
FRINGED TRIMMING.
The day of the fringed sash and siele. Silk should never be ironed
the fringed necktie is nearly over, with a hot iron put directly on the
but fringed parasols are just now goods. It should be covered with
enjoying a brief hour of triumph. thin, clean wrapping paper, and the
Beautiful silk fringes are shown for ironing done over the paper. Mahis smiles and kind words may be
dress and wrap trimmings. Fringe nila paper such as the large dry
in proportion to her amiability
in this connection brings up pictures goods houses use on their smaller hers
and excellent management of the
of the old-time dolman and its yards parcels is the best. Strips of this
household. She will learn that perand yards of black silk fringe. And paper stitched on the seams when
sonal beauty will not suffice to make
it's a fact that wraps approaching sewing thin silk or wool will save
home attractive. Not that a good
the dolman in shape are among the goods from puckering. When
wife is a mere machine; but a good
those shown for Fall wear. They the stitching is done the paper can
wife is not necessarily a beautiful
are likely to be popular with elderly be easily torn away.
one except in the eyes of him who
ladies who seem to prefer wraps of
808 I.ITTI.K GIRLS.
her from all others.
chooses
the cape order. Very handsome
A pretty style of frock for a girl
The pretty girl usually depends
wraps are made with a fitted back,
of ten, and one much in vogue just upon her personal charms. She is
held in place by a belt around the now, is made
with a gored skirt altogether too pretty to improve her
waist, square arm pieces, and long
having
a three inch ruffle around the mind in school or out of school.
loose ends in front. These are made
bottom. The ruffle has a flat band Does she learn a little music, it is
of silk or net and edged with heavy
of embroidery for a heading, if the only under the eye of her teacher,
frills of lace. They are usually
frock is of washable goods or vel- and as to art, her hands are far too
very becoming to elderly ladies.
let, or ribbon if woolen materials dainty to come in contact with charTiik skirts of Fall and winter are used. A corresponding band is coal, crayon or paints. At home
gowns will be rather scant and set three or four inches above the she is indulged in idleness by her
clinging, so there will be no possi- ruffle. This style lends itself par- parents and plainer sisters. Some
bility of a pocket. To supply the ticularly well to remodelling, espe- day reverses may come, and if she
deficiency women will wear bags cially when the children are growing has not availed herself of educational
hung by ribbon or chain from their so fast that their frocks have to be advantages, how sail her lot in life !
belts. The variety of these bags
shown in the shops is already very
AND PREHIUMS.-FACTORY TO FAMILY
\u25a0
AfTIAnA
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A sensible man eloes not often give
his heart or his home into the keeping of a woman wdiose only attraction is personal loveliness. No, a
plain, sensible girl is in much more
demand than a frivolous beauty. She

wins golden opinions everywhere,
and should reverses come to her, she
is wellfortified against fickle fortune
ami capable of making a happy home
or earning a competency.
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The readers of the Sacred
llkaht Review are cordially
invited to inspect our

Great Stock
?OF

?

FURNITURE
CARPETS,
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?

AND GET OUR PRICES.

A great variety of Odd
Chairs suitable for

HOLIDAY PRESENTS,
From $2.50 to $25.00,
Also, a Large Line of

Parlor Desks, from

$5.50 to $35.00
Chamber Sets,

_$I5 to $75

Parlor Suits,
Sideboards,

_$40 toslso

_$I2 to $75

Dining Tables,

$4.50 to $25

Dining Chairs,

90c to $2.50

Parlor Carpets,

75c per yard

Chamber Carpets,

35c per yard
Sitting Room Carpets,

50c per yard
»
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Cornhill,
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.

Oilier; 75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.
Dioeeean Director: Rev. Joseph Y. Tracy, D. D.

OBJECT OF THE ASSOCIATION.

To promote the evangelizing of non-Catholic peopies by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.

CONDITIONS Of MEMBERSHIP.
~,-

~,...,,

~?,.*,*?

on the day of ,t/,r/,i/ commemoration of the deceased
members of the committee, or the Hand to which he
belongs ;12 On the day of one's admittance to the
Association; 13. At the hourof death, by invoking,at
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus; ,4. The
favor of the Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
the name «f an Associate for a deceased member,
Children who are members of the Association, but
have not made their First Communion, may gain the
above Indulgences by performing some pious work
appointedby their confessor.
11. Partial Indulgences. 1 |Feven years and seven
quarantines every time an Associate performs, in aid
of the Society, any work of devotion or charity; 2.
00 days every time an Associate assists at the -/ridumn on the 3rd of May and 3rd of
3.
100 days every time an Associate recites Our Fa tier
and Hail Mary, together with the invocation of St.
Krancis Xavier
j All these indulgences, both plenary ard partial,
are applicable to the souls in Purgatory; an-1 all have
been approved of by his Grace, the Most Reverend

To recite for the above intc-tinn, formed once
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the morn,
ing or evening prayers adding the following invocation: St Francis Xavier, frayfor ns.
2. To give,
in alms for the missions, at least five ceHts monthly
or sixty cents a year This offering is to be made
thiough the regular organization of the Association.
OllC
77 r 1 V
I \"/y I lllj.\
a ..i.\//..1
In each community
Bands are formed, each
band consisting of ten or more persons. The Promoteror Head of a band collects the offerings of its
members ami turns them over to the Parochial or
Diocesan Director, as the case may be.
fn many
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
order to repe.rt and to devise the best means to further the Association.
Archbishop.
-I A".Y.I I.S.
I..iters from the missionaries of the Association
EXTRA ORDINA KY ABSOCIA TBS.
,e
'\u25a0 Th s,
contribute *6.00
ac°t", n'/"".toh every
hW
, a yyear, thereby
V f'w
,?
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eraiudfusfy
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collector ol ten cwntributions or I'rumoter, and lie-, or ? -««?«*
a,,.,recei
/
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an "ho
icontribute
.-i
y
C
a sun.
she. is
to pass it around to the other mem- f,f nioney
expected
ot
not less than $40.00 for the purpose of esr,
u- u * 1 1 \u25a0or u
k??_ ;?
* thus becoming members
becomes Ins her tablishing a permanent fund,
,"o
in perpetuity. 'Ihese may enjoy the above spiritual
indulgences
favors
and
perpetually,
provided that they
/.
/-A.
IS.
SPECIA
IS
The Association has selected as times of special observe the other conditions prescribed to the As
sociatei.
prayer and thanksgiting: I. The feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May the 3rd, the anniversary
Catholics of 'every age and of both sexei are adof its foundation, in 1522 ;2. The feast of St. Francis missible tei membership, and all are earnestly exXavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Association. horted to join the Association. There is certainly a
On these two days the Association has a Mass cele- lesson for us in the zeal which actuates Protestant
brated in every parish in which the work is regularly denominations to contribute more than ten million
dollars a year for the propagation of their belitfs.
organized.
We have the tnie faith, and we daily pray Thy king*
trip?
Sl'll-rrr
/ P
/\u25a0? A rfjlta.
ajrj.a±
i.VAsj
dom come ; yet to the extent of how many dollars
1. Several thousand Masses are offered up every
and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kingyear by the missionaries, for the intention of the liv- dom among heathen peoples? Our
niissioners. heroic
ing and tha deceased members of the Association. 2. men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
Summary of lhe Indulgences which may be gained by could effect, had they lhe means; from whom must
all the Associates. I. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On these means come ? In due proportion from cs; in
the feast of the Finding »f the Holy Cross, May 3
that proporlion there rests upon us through the prov2. On the feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3; 3. On
idence of Almighty God, responsibility for the Church's
the feast e>f the Annunciation of the Hlessed Virgin, more or less complete fulfilment in our time of its
Aaaumptioß
,
Aug.
March
4. On the f-.ist of lhe
mission to teach A\ nations. Whatever we give for
15; 5. On any day wi,bin the octaves ol the above this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us
le.l-.ls; 6. On the (east e-f the Epiphany.
es 7. a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be given unto you
Jan
On the feast ol St. Michael, Sept.
8. On all good measure and pressed down and shaken together
feast3of the Apostles; 9. Every month, on any two and running over shall they give into your bosom."
days chosen by the Asscciates ; 10. Once a year, on (I.uke vi. 38.)
the day of the general commemoration of all the dcKorFromoter's blanks, tracts, or information about
ceased members of the Association 11. Once a year, the Association, apply to the Diocesan Director.
1.
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THE DUTY OF THE AMERICAN people welcome theexpression of all
CHURCH FROM AN ENGLISH
thoughts, of all projects, that arc inSTANDPOINT.
tended to promote the welfare and
The following letter from his happiness of mankind.
"That thought presses sei forcibly
Eminence', Cardinal Yaughan, when
bishop ni Salford, England, was sent upon me that I make- bold to de-to his Kininence, Cardinal Gibbons, e-lare it to your Eminence, and to
on the occasion of the centenary of submit it, for what it maybe worth,
the establishment of the American to my venerable colleagues in the

hierarchy.
"My Dear Lord Cardinal:
??I desire' t<> express to your Eminence my sincere regretatnot being
able personally to take part in the
great national festival which you are
celebrating in commemoration of
the foundation of the American

episcopate. You are completing
your lirst centenary of e-xistence as
a church. You are passing out of
infancy anel are beginning to exhibit the gigantic powers and energies which seem to be the- birthright
of your northern continent. Hitherto
you have been engrossed with gathering together and ministering to the
church.
?'Nothing, I assure you, but an im- emigrants who all through this cenperative duty to the interests of the tury have- been landing upon your
flock in my diocese could have- kept shores, not only in units and tens
?

me- at home on this occasion. During these we-eks the important <|iu-s--tion of technical education for the
operative classes ot Manchester will
be- treated ami determined by the
great public' bodies that have taken
it up. lam bound, therefore, to 11(
on the' spot, for the future' of no people' can lie more affected by this
question than that of our own. Being thus hindered myself, I have
ventured to send one of my canons,

.

Monsignor Gadd,

to

re-present me,

as a mark Off the respect which I
bear to the American hierarchy, and
as a token of my gratitude for having been allowed lo take some- littlepart under several bishops in the
evangelization of the- American

negroes.
» Had it been

my good fortune

to

have been with the American bishops upon this occasion, there is one
thought above all others that I
should have striven to give utterance
to. I know you would have pardoned
me. for I know that tin- American

and twenties, but as it were- in flights
and tloe-ks, which have in turn scattered themselves over your vast
States. Your attention has also been
given to the- Indian and the negro.
You have not, indeed, compassed
your aim or wholly achieved your
mission to the American continent :
but your public records and statistics prove, your Eminence's re-cent
pastoral letter demonstrates, how
well you are on your way: how
wonderfully (iod has blesseel your
endeavors ; how zealous and enterprising have been the bishops and
priests-, how responsive, how generous, how rilled with the sentiments
of faith and charity have been your
people. Never, unle-ss indeeel it
were in the' opening of the' Irish
church after the preaohing of St.
Patrick has there been so rapid and
exuberant a growth as that of the

KEViii w

emboldens me r It is covered under
tbis question. Has nut the time
come for the American chnrch to
take its share in the great foreign
missionary work of the Chnrch?
Can you expect that the second century of your existence will be as
blesseel and magnificent in its religious history as your infancy has
been, if you do not senel forth your
heroic missioners to bear the tore-h
of faith into those elark regions
which are now possessoel by the
enemy of man's salvation and by
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school of generous heroes, whose
works of faith and sanctity will

bless the country that sends them
forth. I believe it on the word of
our blessed Lord: "Give- and it
shall be given unto you again, full
measure, and heaped up and overflowing into your bosom."
" 'All facts show the operation of
this heavenly law of charity. The
great missionary nations have been
the' flourishing and enduring ohure'lies. And all remote history shows
how generous our Lord is of his
grace to the people who an- generous to the destitute souls for whom
he died. I hearel the substance of
these re-marks urged by gi-iii-rous
Irish prelates in the year 1 x.'fii to
their young clergy when the spirit
of the foreign missions took its recent expansion in that Catholic country, and time has confirmed the
truth which their faith and piety
enunciated. If, then, our own spiritual wants are yet so great, we
shall wise-ly consult for them, whilst
we are thinking of the greater de-stitution of our brethren and fellowcreatures in remote lands.
"'A missionary college woulel enrich us with a new and a great spiritual element. It would open the
door to generous youths whom (iod
calls to that special vocation. It
would alignment the spirit of faith
and charity and render the generous
gift of those wln> woulel repay the
Church for their own conversion efficient. The ardor of such a work
would quicken and stimulate the
missionary spirit at home. It would
bring upon us that blessing which
holy .loli so greatly prizeel
the
blessing of those who were already

more than twelve lmnelred millions
of pagans anel unbelievers?
I know that some will point to
the weirk which still has to be acoomplished at home. Some will
dwell upon the losses which it may
be impossible to retrieve. Hut these
considerations form no valiel reason
against undertakingmissionary work
abroad. It never has formed a solid
reason against the diffusion of apostolic zeal since the apostles spread
themselves over the old world, leaving their own country unconverted.
"The example of the apostles
was followed by the young church
in Rome, by our own Anglo-Saxon
church and others, but by nonemore e-onspie-tiously or more successfully than by the church ol St.
Patrick in Ireland. In the second
century of the Irish church, the
Irish apostles were overrunning
Europe with the light of faith and
salvation.
Men are too apt to
imagine' that faith and salvation are
the result of mere human activity
and devotion, and that the- more we
concentrate- all our fore-es upon our
own land the more' certainly shall
we secure to it these- blessings.
Whereas, in fact, faith and salvation to perish.'
lie-long to the supernatural oreb-r;
"I have ventured to t|uote these
they an- tin- supernatural gifts of words, whereby Bishop I'llathorne
God, and are won by those means urged foreign missionary work upon
which especially touch the divine our English church six and twenty
He-art of our Lord and appeal to years ago, when we were poorer in
the- great fatherhood of God over men and re-sources than we are eve-n
all. This thought was eloquently now, because they insist upon great
expressed, by the late Bishop of supernatural truths which can not
Birmingham, in a letter wbiofa he be too deeply engraven on our hearts.
was good enough to address to miThe whole of the English hierarchy
six and twenty yean ago. He was took up the- doe-trine contained
answering the objections of the under these words, so that in 1868
worldly wise- and the dictates of a the present Cardinal Archbishop of
more human prudence, which saw Westminster was able at a great
in the condition of the Chnrch in
England every kind of reason against
or plaster.
AIM I I- W without knife
embarking in the foreign missionary IIVSnilVSL.ll
free. Swedlah
134 I \u25a0 II | n Pamphlet
M.-.1. c..., l.ynn, Haas.
enterprise which was the-n proposed.
I le- wrote thus:
" 'T believe our own future will be

"

?

?

blesseel with inorease in proportion

as we, with earnest faith, send help
to them who e-ry to us?as we have
cried to others and received their
help. I believe' it because it is the
disposition of our heavenly Father
greatly to help those who do such
works of faith and charity. I believe it because there is no charity
greater or more' blessed than that

When Going Home to Ireland,
"

BRINGING OUT A FRIEND,
SENDING MONEY ACROSS,

You can not do better than to purchase
the Passage Ticket or Draft for One
Pound and upward at the Steamship ami
Foreign Exchange oltlce of

Martin J. Roche,

13 BOW STREET,
which co-operates with God in send(A Few Doors from City Square),
in!' his servants forth to spread his
the
Charlestown District,
light and minister his grace to
- Boston, Mass
nations afar off who sit in darkness
American church.
Passage Tickets by the Ounard, White
??Ami now, my Lord Cardinal, in and alienation of soul from their Star and Allan lines, and the "Dominion
Steamships Canada" and New
"
ihe presence and commemoration of Supreme Good. I believe it because Link"
England," sailing from Charlestown. Mail
these facts, what is the thought that the mission to the heathen is the and express orders promptly attended to.
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public meeting in London to define
the position of the Church in England as follows:?
'"Under penal laws (he said) it
was enough for the Catholics of England and Ireland to stand firm.
Rather than desert their homes and

theirkindred they stoodfor the faith.
This is a sufficient reason why in
those days they did not undertake a
mission to the heathen. The times
are happily altered now, and as when
the Church in Rome ascended from
the catacombs into the noon-day sun,
at once it used the freedom of its
limbs and the liberty of its speech,
anel penetrated everywhere so has
the Catholic Church in England begun to exercise its power and its
mission, and the work for which we
meet tonight is one part of that high
office. It is not twenty years since
the Catholic Church in England received the last perfect organization
which constituted it once more a
part of the hierarchy of the universal Church. And now before a generation has passed after that day, the
hierarchy of England meets together
?

with one heart and with one will to
organize missions to the heathen.
The work of tonight (the establishment of missions to the heathen) is

salt and spirits-of the district will be
your reward."
In three days they had looted not
only the above-mentioned rivers but
pushed on to the Tasso district in the

north, where they burnt two large
missionary stations belonging to an
American society (called respectively Shengai and Kotifunk) and
killed one gentleman and three latly
missionaries,?the worst feature of
the disaster certainly being that the
principal leader of the attack is reported to have been one of their native clergymen. By this time they had
also raided to the south as far as the
Liberian frontiers. There, however,
retribution was meted out to them
at once. For as they had assembled
by thousands in the two large European factories at Mano Salija, the
IL M. S. Fox," a gunboat that was
lying out at sea, played her Maxim
gun on them and then shelled the
buildings, bringing them down on
those who had already entered. It
is said that the victims have
amounted to several thousands.
For some days we were in imminent
danger here in Bontha, although we
have the advantages of living on an
island. But, thanks to a special
protection of God, we have escaped
so far, and owing to the presence of
a gunboat we feel fairly secure for

"

tardy, neither is it too soon, but
it is timely and seasonable. It is
where, in the order of our progress,it the moment.
Unfortunately, I can not say as
ought to be.'
much of our mission station in Bam(TO BK riINTINUED.}
anay. We are told that it has been
destroyed with all it containeel, and
Catholic issions. our
M
fine large 'mission boat has been
broken to pieces. The catechist,
THE SIERRA LEONE OUTBREAK. who has just succeeded in sending
The recent troubles in Sierra us the schoolmaster safely, remains
Leone were fomented by native himself still hid in the bush exposed
chiefs who, aggrieved by the aboli- to a thousand dangers. He might
availed himself of the occasion
tion of slavery?a system which en- have
to
save
his own life, but, like the
abled them to live in luxurious idlehe preferred first to
Shepherd,
Good
ness on the labors of their serfs?
save
those
who
looked
up to him for
found in the imposition of a hut tax,
We
pray that
protection.
hope
anel
intended to promote the developspared.
own
also
his
dear
life
will
be
menton civilized linesof the country,
Protestant
societies
English
The
a specious pretext to induce the peo- \u25a0
ple to rebel. Here is an interesting here have lost many stations and
account of the trouble from a mis- catechists or agents. The detailed
accounts of the deaths of two hunsionary :?
The attack had been planned very dred and eight persons have already
cleverly indeed (no doubt at the reached us here? the men anel boys
meetings in the Porro Bush, where having been either burnt to death in
the devil must have presided in per- their houses or killed and chopped
son), for not only were the different into pieces, and the women and girls
rivers attacked simultaneously, so ravished and killed. Yet more than
that nobody could escape from one eight hundred others are still missof these a large majority
river to the other, but the attack was ing, and
must
have
shared the same fate.
opened toward the mouths of the
As
the
exact distance to the inrivers and carried along both banks
terior
to
which
the rising has spread
(where all traders and missionary
not
the property
yet
known,
is
stations are established) towards
can
not
be
estimated.
It
plundered
their sources, rendering it morally
to
be
more
considered,
however,
is
impossible for any one to escape.
Their motto is
Death to every than 8500,000.
"
It is not hard to imagine what disone, black as well as white (witli the
and desolation has been thus
tress
exception of the Marabouts with the
to hundreds of families here
caused
long, black gown, meaning the
in Freetown by the death of so
and
Catholic missionaries) who by his
and the loss of
language, dress or occupation re- many bread-winners
a lifetime.
savings
of
the
minds us of civilization. DestrucThe soldiers have already begun
tion to every building wearing a
work of retribution.
Native
the
civilized i.e. European?aspect, or
the other, are being
one
after
towns,
destined to promote civilization in reduced to ashes, and in a few
any way. Attack with vigor and months I expeot the whole country
conlidence, remembering that all for about 100 miles from the coast
the provisions, cotton goods, tobacco, will be nothing but a wilderness.
not
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CATHOLIC CHAPLAINS.

Among the woundeel soldiers at
Bellevuc Hospital, New York, recently was private Joseph Prauke of
Company C, Sixteenth Regular Infantry, which was stationed at Fort
Sherman, Idaho, before going to Cuba.
Prauke, who is a Protestant, said :?
Yr es, the Rough Riders fought
bravely anel well, but had it not been
for the Tenth Colored Cavalry and
the First Infantry, who reinforced
them, they woulel have been.annihilated."
Soldier Prauke is an intelligent
man and has a fund of interesting
anecdotes of the experiences of the
army in Cuba. He kept his eyes
and ears open all the time.
Prauke spoke very highly of the
services rendered by the Catholic
chaplains at the front. He said
they were here, there and everywhere, giving aid and comfort to the
wounded, regardless of creed.
If it had not been for them," said
he, many mexre of our men would
have lost their lives. I have seen
them pick up wounded men in their
arms and carry them out of the firing

"

"

"

lines while the bullets whizzed all
around them. Then they bound the
wounds and gave the sufferers food
anel elrink. I did not see chaplains
of any other denomination on the
firing line."
Private Charles R. Taylor of the
Eighth Infantry, who was in the
next cot to Prauke, recovering from
a wounel in the left leg, was loud in
his praise of Father Fitzgerald, chap-
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fore he coulel get off the firing line
another Spanish bullet entered his
left side, passed through his stomach
and came out on the other side.
This rendered him powerless to
move, and he lay there for six hours.
Then he was elisoovered by Father
Fitzgerald, and carried by the chaplain to the field hospital. He bail
had nothing to eat for three days,
having, like the majority of his comrades, thrown away his rations. Father Fitzgerald dressed his wounds,
gave him food and elrink and cheered
him up.
Ilornlein is very grateful to the
priest. He told Father Southwell,
rector of the Carmelite Church in
East Twenty-eighth street, who
visited the hospital, that neither he
nor his comrades would ever forget
the priest's kindness.

AT THE POST OF DUTY.
There were many tributes to the

brave priests who perished on the
"Bourgogne," but one of thebest appeared in some verses over the name
of Albert E. Ragg in a secular paper,
the Toronto Newx. They were as
follows:?

" Heroes they died at their post,
Brave anel true to the last;
Helping the weak to abide
Till the darkness had past.

they stood and were strong
" Alone
When the Angel swept by ;

Coiniort they gave to the souls
Who were waiting to elie.
they offereel their lives
Nobly
"
To the God tliey loved best,
Anel humbly awaited the end,
Then .sank to their rest."

?Attention, Comrades!?
The Fitchburg It. It. i.s the low rate line to Clncinof the
Encampment
nati and the Annual
G. A. K.
.1

NOW READY.
lain of the Twenty-second Infantry,
which was formerly stationed at
Fort Crook, Nebraska. Chaplain Every Catholic
Fitzgerald, he says, was tireless in Should Read
his attention to the sick anel wounded,
it mattered not to what regiment
they belonged or of what denominaA SKKTCH BY
tion they were. He says he saw him
REV. J. L. O'NEIL, 0. P.,
carrying a wounded man from the
Late Editor of" The Rosary."
firing line to the fielel hospital on his

Jerome Savonarola,

back.

Large I2me., Cloth. Beautifully Illustrated.

Net, $1.00.
Private Otto Hornlcin of the
written,
tate, concerning the
Much
has
been
Fourth Infantry of Fort Sheridan, merits and demerits of the of
famous Dominican, the
centenary of whose death the world is now
fourth
Nebraska, speaks from personal ex- commemorating. But while a vigorous controis waged between those who would make of
perience of the courage of Father versy
him a forerunner of the Reformation and those
who see in him a zealous and well-meaning son of
Fitzgerald and the aid he rendered the
Catholic Church, there are still many who are
unacquainted witli the important details of his
and the causes that brought about his downto the soldiers.
Ilornlein was life
fall.
O'Neil's work is designed to enlighten
wounded three times by Mauser its Father
leaders on the great events of the Trim's
drawing abundantly from his own
career,
and,
bullets. He received his injuries on published works, reveals
the true inwardness of
his character, and the ideals for which he fought
the Ist of July at the battle of San and died.
Juan Heights. He was with the reserve corps of his regiment, which
at the command of Captain Lovering
CATHOLIC PUBLISHERS,
lay flat on the groand, while the 172 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
Mauser bullets were hissing all

MARLIER, GALLANAN & GO.,

around them.
Suddenly Ilornlein felt a blow
on the left shoulder as if he were hit
with a hammer. It was a Mauser

City Insurance Office,
Jones Frankle, - - Agent
\u25a0\u25a0tabUsbed 1809,

POST OFFICE BLOCK,
bullet, which found lodgment down
60
Haverhill
Merrimack
Street,
near his elbow. As he was unable
to fight he rose to get,out of the firing
CHARLES BECKMAN,
line. As he did so another bullet
: : Manufacturer of : :
grazed his side under the arm, leaving a mark like that made by a red hot Fine Candies and Ice Creams,
iron. He elroppcd again, but after
249 Main Street,
Northampton, Mass.
awhile started to crawl away. Be-
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?Jerome Savonarola.?
The
J. L. O'Neil, O. P., has written an interesting anil important biographical skete-.h of the great Florentine
reformer in the above mentioned volume.
It is in two parts, the first being devoted
to Savonarola's public career, and the
second to a consideration of his character as shown in his writings. These
are also treated in an appendix; and a
bibliography furnis hesa list of the books
which will prove useful to those who
may desire to make a more extensive
study of the subject than the limits of
the present volume will permit. Father
O'Neil availed himself of all the reliable
information to be found concerning
Savonarola, anel has condensed it in an
admirable manner that gives the general
reader a e-orrect idea of the life and
labors of the martyred friar, who died as
he had lived, a faithful Catholic, though,
doubtless, he failed, through a misunderstanding, in submission to the Pope.
In Savonarola's most llery denunciations
against the evils of the day, not one
word, according to Father O'Neil, will
be found of disrespect to the teaching
power, to the divinely-established Papacy.
Savonarola and Luther " Is the title of a
chapter which will be reael with interest,
in view of the e-oinparisons which are
instituted between the two men mentioned by some of our Protestant
contemporaries.
Our author proves
conclusively that Savonarola was no
forerunner of Luther, and that no two
men could be further apart than the eloquent Florentine preacher and the recalcitrant monk of Wurtembeig. The
estimate of Catholic and non-Catholic
writers which is given will also assist
the reader in forming a clear*nderstanding of Savonarola's position in the
Church, and the chapter which considers
the attitude of the Holy See towards
Savonarola should ijuiet all doubts about
his loyalty. It says that though Savonarola's name may never be placed upon the
calenelar of saints, we may claim that
blood and tire washed away whatever
may have tarnished a career so pure and
illustrious. The book is issued in commemoration of the fourth centenary of
the death of Jerome Savonarola, #nd the
author has proved himself felly equal to
the work of giving a popular and at the
same time scholarly biography of a great,
if sometimes mistaken, man. Published
by Marlier, Callanan St Company, Boston.
Pi ice, $1.00.
Key.
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VARIOUS NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Thk "Pall Mall Magazine," in its
mechanical and artistic features continues
to be a model publication. The frontispiece for September Is an etching after
Meissonier's famous picture, " The Sentinel," and the other illustrations are of
remarkable merit. "Dalkeith Palace "is
the opening prose contribution and it is
by Lord Henry Scott who has neglected
no detail that could lend interest to his
pen-pictore. In " The Real Mark Twain"
Carlyle Smythe attempts to show that the
American humorist is more serious than
the world gives him credit for being, and
furnishes some familiar studies of his
character. Sir Charles Dilke writes on
the much talked of "Anglo-American
Alliance" and does not think this is
possible while there Is any ill-feeling between England and Ireland. " A Day of
My Life at Cambridge " is a new view of
student existence at the English University
named in the title, and in " Ranging
the Dikes" we have some glimpses of
natural history by the well known writer
who calls himself "A Son of the Marshes."
A thrilling and apparently accurate des-cription of A Modern Battle " is given
by H. H. Hughes-Ilallet, and in his present instalment of the serie3, " South
London," Sir Walter Besant recalls entertainingly the show folk of old times.
"Cockling in Morecambe Bay," by A. M.

"
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HEART REVIEW.

195

IrOiL
suh etter.

approacheel for the procession to
move all the eeintingents were well
in hanel, each occupying its appointed place, and every individual
apparently elesirous of proving in
his own personality the seriousness
and earnestness with which the patriotic sentiment of the day was being entertained.

Wakefield is an account of a peculiar
English industry. There are a number of
stories that border on the sensational, but
a few of a less exciting character would,
we believe, give a welcome variety to this

On Monday, Aug. 15, favored by
propitious elements and attended by
popular periodical.
an almost unpreceelented gathering
Unpublished Letters of Carlyle" is of people of all shaelesof Nationalist
"
the opening contribution to the Septemopinion, the demonstration in honor
ber
Atlantic Monthly." This is the
"
first instalment of the correspondence of the memory of Wolfe Tone took
which is well edited by Charles Townsend place in Dublin. The occasion will
Copeland, anel refers principally to family* certainly be for ever a memorable
matters. W. J. McGee follows with a one in the annals of Irish nationality.
paper on the great advance science has
made in the last half century. The auto- Never since the famous day upon
biography of Prince Kropotkin is begun which the foundation stone of Eoley's
and in this number It describes in a realistic manner the life of the old Russian
nobility in Moscow, and includes among
other things an account of the celebration
of Easter. It is preceded by an article on
the author and his revolutionary movements by Robert Erskine Ely. In the second part of his "Reminiscences of an Astronomer," Simon Newcomb describes a
trip to Gibraltarforscientific purposes and
also to various observatories in Europe,
and is both instructive and entertaining.
William Roscoe Thayer considers the career of Bismarck, and amorig other thiDgs
says "I discern in his conduct toward enemies no more regard for morality than in
that of a Mohawk sachem to his Huron
foe." Bliss Carman pays an appreciative
tribute to his brother poet, James Whitcomb Riley, who, by the way, has a poem
in the present number. So has Father
Tabb, and as it is short we reproduce it.

:

masterpiece

the O'Connell monuwas laid has there been
anythingwithin measurable distance
of comparison with the vastness and
greatness of the celebration.
Indeed, it is questionable whether,
even upon the historic day referred
to, there was such a mighty massing
of multitudes as signalized the tribute
paid on this great occasion to the
memory of one of Ireland's greatest
and noblest sons. The day was
observed almost as a generalholiday.
ment

?

?

Very many of the large establishments afforded their employees the
opportunity of fulfilling what to
them was a patriotic duty, and from
early in the forenoon the constant
arrival of contingents, the everson. song.
moving masses that thronged the
I give what ne'er was mine,
To every seeel the power
streets, the inspiriting sounds of
Of stem anel leaf ami Hower,
Of fruit or fragrance fine.
national music-,, anel the carrying of
Anil take what others loathe,?
so many bright anel beautiful banOf death the foulest forms,
Wherewith to feed my worms,
ners, proclaimed the coming of a
Anil thus the worlel reclothe.
day of very deep interest to the
Worthlngton C. F"ord writes on "New
of Ireland. Railway trains
people
Opportunities for American Commerce,"
brought
their crowdsfrom all points
referring to the Philippines and the West
?

Indies. In the latter place he believes is
the true Held for our coming commercial
enterprises. Sir Edward Burne-Jones, the
artist, is pleasantly presented in a sketch
by William Sharp, and the closing article
is an editorial on " The Enel of the War
and After " which takes a hopeful view of
the future oS the country.

" Music " comes later in the month than
the other magazines, but it is always welcome when it arrives. The August number opens with an article by Count To'stoi,
the celebrated Russian author and socialist, on Wagner's music. The article
has undergone two translations; first
from the Russian into FYench aud then
from the French into English, but in spite
of this disadvantage the writer's meaning
is made clear. Read in conjunction with
the editor's comments in the same issue
It will be found extremely interesting.
There is a very good article by Iv nyon
West on Loewe, the originator of the
German ballad." To the most of our
readers l.oewe'a music is probably best
knows from the singing of his ballads by
Mr. Henschel at his Boston concerts.
Young people who are going abroad to
study the piano should reael the article on
"Music Study Abroad" by Mary Wood
Chase. There are also articles on the
Music of the Jews," "Which System of
"Harmony?"
"Public School Music," and
others, including a very frank statement
by Mr. E B. Perry of the present condition of the celebrated conservatory of
Leipzig, and the ten programmes of its
public examination-performances during
the past year, forming a valuable list for
reference. As usual there are several
good pictures.

"

A Short Sermon Worth Reading.
Under the guise of well intended and
kindly criticism of the foibles anil weak-

nesses of Boston society the announcements of the Paine Furniture Company,
which appear in this paper regularly, often
give well merited condemnation of the
fashionable sins of today. Quite a sermon
might be preaeJied from the interesting article which they print today in our advertising columns, entitled Respect Yourself.' After reaeling it carefully it Is hard
to believe that 1!»00 years have not taught
the lesson of self-respect, anil that tin- 1 toman general leaves us far behind iv his attitude in this particular.

"

Great interest was of course taken
in the memorial car, which headed
the procession. It contained the
foundation stone, decorated with
flags, presented by the Daughters of
Erin '9.X Association, New York.
As the signal to start
only
was
twenty minutes behind time
given there were only a few unavoidable departures from the general outline sketched out originally.
The procession was headed by a
body of the Costume Branch of the
Irish National Foresters mounted
and carrying pikes. These acted as
escort to the carriage carrying the
foundation stone. Then followed a
carriage in which were seateel Mr.
John O'Leary, president of the '98
centenary committee, and Captain
?

?

Underwood O'Connell. Anothersection of the Irish Foresters Costume
Branch completed the escort. Then
followed the members of the committee of the '9N Centenary Association in carriages. They were followed by the foreign delegates.
Next came the Irish members of

parliament, followed by the '9S associations, twenty-six of which organizations were in line, the total number of members being nearly four
of the compass, and the presence of
thousand.
many foreign elelegatcs lent an eleEvery county anel almost every
ment of special suggestiveness to
town in Ireland was represented in
the scene. The strangers in town
the procession, the display made by
hailed from America and the ContiBelfast being particularly fine.
nent, and from England, Scotland,
The laying of the corner-stone of
and Wales, most of them being
the monument te> Wolfe Tone's
exiles from Erin directly appointed
memory was moat impressive, and
to represent their various districts.

the speeches delivered were filled
During the morning, from the North, with the spirit of love and veneraSouth, and West came many thoution for the men of '9K.
sands, anel the precincts of the railway stations were alive with the
Grand Army of the Republic is a
movement of vast assemblages of title fullThe of significance in this year IH9B.
visitors who had eagerly come long It will lie encamped at Cincinnati iv Sepdistances to join the ranks of those tember, anil from New Englanel will travel
via the popular Fitchburg R. R.
who lentsuch distinction to the demonstration. Across many of the
chief thoroughfares arches of green 4*
*t*
garlands bearing patriotic devices were suspended. This was
particularly so in Thomas street,
where special pains were taken to
elabeirately decorate the houses of
+
historic interest associated with '9*. \u2666 For.
Fastidious
French, American, and Irish flags
abounded. Fortunately the weather,
People.
upon which so much inevitably deDo You Wear Them ?
pends in such cases, was fine during
+
+
the morning and gave promise of a
bright and brilliant afternoon.
About twelve o'clock the procession proper began to assemble at
Rutland square. The difficulties in
connection with the orderly marshaling of such a mass of people can not
be exaggerated, but to all, the tribute is due of preserving perfect and
East End Centre Bridge,
unbroken order and regularity. Any
little inevitable or passing confusion 336 Main St,, Bridgeport, Conn
that for a moment occurred was
Thk Veterans' "On to Richmond " in til
most promptly and readily corrected, is changed to "On to Cincinnati in'(lB.
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with the result that when the time
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THE SACRAMENT LIGHT.
BY C. A. C.

O'er the altar, chastely white,
Softly falls my mellow light:
Where in mystic silence deep,
Round the Eucharistic King,
Angels, loving vigils keep,
I Hilling down on unse-en wing.
Dying roses faint, distil
Sweetness, through the chapel still,
Where I burn and ever gleam
Like a soft-lined crimson star
Iln/.ing saelly in a dream
Down upon the world afar.
Brightly, though in tears, I shine
O'er Thy holy little shrine.
Slowly ebbs my life away,
Saviour, iv Thy service sweet,
Vet Iloiig, a heart to lay
At Thy royal wounded feet.

Thou whose love I know full well,
All forsaken here to dweli,
O, for purest love of Thee
Gentle Jesus, would I bum;
Glow anel flutter tenderly,
When I felt Thy love return.
Patient Saviour, hear my prayer,
Pain would I this loss repair,
Since to me Thou bast denied
Grace to love Thee, Lord Divine,
May my raeliance ever glide
Deep into those souls of Thine.
When the-y hasten here, below,
Let me all Thy beauty show
In Thy sacramental guise.
Like a seraph may I be,
Lord to bill sail hearts arise
On the wings of love, to Thee.

FAITHFUL TO DEATH.
Translated

by

Rev. L. Aug. Reudter.

CHAPTER I.
It was a dark, frosty winter evening.
Sister Rose and I hurried, in order to
reach our convent before the ringing of
the vesperbells. Our waylay through the
poorest workmen's ejuarter of London.
We were visiting a patient, who for
months had been slowly sinking, but had
had a sudden attack, which caused us to
remain at the sick bed beyond our usual
hour. This loss of time we were trying
to make good by hastening home. The
darkness however prevented us from
making much headway; moreover we did
not know our way well. At last we
reached a long street. The houses were
high, but narrow, anel had that rickety
appearance which only too often indicates
truthfully the misery and want within
their walls. No cheerful light was visible
from the windows, no gas-lights illuminated the two shabby stores, the only
ones in the street. Two lanterns, one
at each end of the street, accentuated the
intervening stretch of darkness. Sister
Rose, the young novice who had accompanied me, began to show fear. She had
left home, parents, friends, all comforts
and pleasures which wealth can offer, to
follow in the footsteps of Him Who had
left heaven In order to die for us. I was
almost sorry that I had taken her with
me, for the poor young girl trembled and
shivered in the cutting wind and cold
rain.
" Courage, dear Sister, we shall soon
be at home! "
" O Sister Magdalene, I am so afraid;
will it take long yet? "
" About half an hour, no longer; a
little courage, Sister. I shall tell you
what thought always gives me consolation on these long walks. It is a very
simple one, but it always has the power
to revive my courage. Do you yet remember the beautiful sermon of Father
Francis, about our vocation, where he
showed us how we should in all our
actions follow in the foo'steps of our
divine Saviour, and how we can find
everywhere the traces of His holy feet? "
(?01 yes, I remember well! And how? "
inquired the gooel Sister, who was now
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forgetting cold anel darkness in her pious
desire.
'?
Well, when I am out of an evening
like this one, I try to present to my
mind how our dear Saviour went the
same way before me, and how I am now
walking in His footsteps. Then I forget the cold and think only of Ilim."
As I was saying this, a man and a woman
passed, who were so absorbed in conversation that they barely noticed us.
The woman spoke in a soft tone of voice,
and in passing her I saw how she laid her
hand on his arm, as though she wished
to holel him back, anel I heard the entreating words: "O! for the love of God ! "
We had hardly passed them, when a pitiful cry penetrated the air, followed by a
sound, as though somebody had been
thrown to the ground. Right after it a
man ran past us, the same whom we had
just seen with the woman. We stood as
if lixed to the ground. Sister Rose clung
to me from fright. " What shall we do,
Sister? " she said.
" We must turn back to see what has
happened, and, If necessary, offer our
help," replied I, taking heart.
We turned quickly. On the very spot
where we passed the couple a- few moments ago lay the woman's lifeless form.
A cry of terror or of pain was an occurrence too common in this neighborhood
to create more than a momentary excitement. No one came from any of the
wretched houses to see what had happened, and thus the poor creature lay unconscious on the ground, while the rain
poured down in streams. I hastened to
raise her head gently, while Sister Rose
ran to one of the houses to ask for help.
My heart bled when I noticed the gaping
wound on the woman's forehead, and saw
the blood run down her pale face. She
had in her fall struck her head against a
stone, and the sharp end of it had wounded
her severely. I could not raise her from the
ground, but placed her head on my knees
and tried to bandage the wounel with my
handkerchief. I have in the hospital experienced many a moment of clanger and
anxiety, but none has made such a deep
impression on my memory as when I
knelt in the street and held the poor
woman in my arms. Every minute seemed
an hour to me. Help came at last. Sister
Rose returned with two neighbors. One
of them recognized her.
"Oh!" he said, "it is she. Poor
woman! She lives yonder, just around the
corner. I will carry her home for you."
He was an Irishman and a Catholic,
Casey by name, and knew us, as his children went to our school. Casey carried
the woman to her home. We followed
with a neighborhood woman who had come
to give what little help she could. It was
only a short distance, yet Mrs. Weston
found time to give us some information
about the patient.
No one knows much about her. She
is as poor as Job, but from her general
actions we are able to surmise that she
has seen better days."
Is she married? " I asked.
" O, yes ! God help her, she has a bad
husband. Not that she has ever complained of him ; no. But we are all aware
of the fact that he comes home only to
take the few pennies from her that she
earns with the needle. Here we are,
Sister. It is a poor enough house."
Peter Casey entered first; we followed
with a light. In a cornerwas a miserable
straw tick serving as a bed, on which
Casey laid his burden. Mrs. Weston was
right. I have never seen a worse looking
room than that one. The windows,
where glass was missing, were stufied
with rags, in vain efforts tokeep out wind
and rain. In the old stove were the remnants of a lire. The room had no other
furniture but the poor bed, a table and
two chairs.
Who would have thought on beholding
such a sight as this one, that the poor
woman on the straw tick, with the serious
wound in her head, had grown up amiel
plenty, an only child of loving parents?
We sent Peter for the doctor and asked
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him to go to the convent, tell Mother
Superior the reason of our long stay and
bring a basket with some refreshments
for the poor woman. Then we took
water anel washed the wound to find out
the extent of it. The poor sufferer did not
move, but the beating of her heart and
the feeble breath told us that she was still
living. We ransacked the room for some
linen, but could not find even a rag.
" I have but very little myself," said
.Mrs. Weston, "but I will fetch it."
In her absence, Sister Rose and I knelt
at the woman's bedside and said a prayer.
We had hardly finished when Mrs. Weston
returned. We undressed the poor sufferer.
The dark blue spots on her tender arms told
a sad story of suffering anel abuse borne
with the greatest resignation. Overwork
and want had left their marks on the emaciated and dying woman.
My tearswet her pale face, while I was
trying to airange the thick tresses of hair
in order. No person could have beheld
this sight without intense sympathy for
the poor sufferer. FYom her neck hung
suspended, on a plain cord, a medal of
the Immaculate Conception, a little cross
anel a locket containing a ringlet of
child's hair.
At length the doctor came. He examineel
the patient, whose name, we found out,
was Mrs. Leyton. We read the result of
the examination on the doctor's face.
"She is not dangerously wounded," he
said, " but she must have been very weak
long before the accident. I may say, she
will neverregain her strength. Her pulse
is very feeble; there is but little life in
her."
" Do you know her, Doctor? "
No! I have never seen her before. It
is a bad case. I can not do much for her,
but must leave her to your care, Sister."
The Doctor left, but not without having handed me some money to buy food
and coal.
When he was gone Peter
Casey returned with a large basket that
had been packed by Mother Superior.
Mrs. Weston, who had looked on, suddenly turned to Sister Rose: "Sister, I
am wondering how it happened? Did she
fall? or was she thrown to the ground? "
Sister Rose was about to tell her what
we had seen, when I imposed silence on
her by a sign.
" I would not be surprised," Mrs.
Weston continued, " if her husband hail
done it. If he has, he must be brought
to justice. Prison woulel be too good for
him; he should be treated like a murderer."
Then the sick woman opened her lips,
and the anxious look directeel Itself tome.
She drew me tenderly to her and whispered : "Tell her she should uot speak
thus. Nothing must happen te> my husband."
Weak and exhausted she fell back, anel
I feared for a moment her death might be
hastened by the incautious words of her
neighbor. We sent Mrs. Weston home
and passed the night with the sick woman
in her lonely room. Often we thought she
was dead.
1 noticed that every time when her sufferings seemed to be more acute,' she took
the small medal and presseel It to her lips.
.
Poor Sister Rose laid her head on
the chair and fell asleep, exhausted as
she was from the day's exertions. I sat
there listening to the falling rain and tei
the moanings of the poor sufferer. Although she lived in the greatest poverty,
yet it was beyond eioubt true that she bail
been a lady of social standing. Her lean
hands, which she now and then folded
spasmodically, were small and almost
transparent. The long raven black hair
was soft and glossy and betrayed the
careful attention it had formerly received.
There was something unusually attractive
in her speech and countenance. Moreover she had won my heart by the noble
zeal with which she tried to hiele the cause
of her fall, and the way she endeavoreel
to shield her husband, whom I was
obliged to accuse as the perpetrator of
the dastardly act. This not only bespoke a true love for her depraved hus-
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band, but was also proof that true Christian meekness was deeply rooteel In her
heart. And the lock of blonde hair which
whose it was
she carried on her bosom
and why she carried it I did not then
know, butittold a tale of love and sorrow.
The rain ceased at last and a dense fog
enveloped the city. Sister Rose awoke
and the sufferer fell into a deep sleep.
An hour later two of our Sisters came to
relieve us, anil we returned to our convent.
1 always liked to pray in
our little chapel, but it seeme-d to have
never been as pretty as it was during theshort visit w. ich I made before retiring
that morning. The sun lit up the altar,
the sanctuary was aglow with golden ra}s
of light. 01 how epiiet, how peaceful it
was! No trace of sin or scandal. There
was no human passion, no human misery.
Everything was light, warmth and peace.
The surroundings toucheel my heart aril
relieved the depression caused by the
terrible sight of wrong anel suffering.
But in the short sleep that followed, I was
haunted by the sweet face which I had
just left, and now anel then I heard that
terrible cry of anguish.
?

...
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will odd ;i gear case to so smooth
running and carefully tested a bicycle tf**3
as the VVaverley you will insure greater
pleasure than the yet unproved chain- r*h
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The Best Bakery
IN THE CITY.
When you can buy the BEST
BREAD, PIF.S and CAKES
for the same money, why not

BUY YOST'S?
We make our own pies anel
guarantee them THE BEST.
Our Quaker or New England
Bread THE BEST BREAD
for the money in the city.

YOST'S BAKERY,
53 West Main Street,
MERIDEN, CONN.

DRUCS.

DRUCB.

..

DRUCS.

The Freshest, Purest and Best
Drugs in the City at the

Hogan Drug

Co.s,

78 Elizabeth St., Derby, Conn.
&sf" Sole Agents for Huyler's Candles.
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gratulatcd upon the successful conclusion presented the church with a bell, as a
of a labor that has been a trying one for litting crown to the beautiful improveyears
the building of St. Ignatius' ments made.
Church.
Miss Winh-red Norton and Miss
There was a time, says the Western Cecilia McCarty of Lee were received
Watchman, when the ground now covered into the Sisters of St. Joseph at Hartford,
by the city aud diocese of St. Louis was Aug. 31.
under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the
A Jesuit mission will be given at St.
archbishop of Santiago. It was subseAnne's Church, Lenox, in October. Rev.
quently placed under the jurisdiction of
O'Kane, S. J., is superior of the
the bishop of Havana.
The lirst bishop M. A.
mission
band.
of New Orleans, Penalver, was a native
Cuban. The first bishop to exercise episThe members of St. Ann's parish,
copal order in old Louisiana was the coaelManchester, N. H., held a largely attended
jutor of the bishop of Havana.
meeting last Sunday, in flirt Iterance
The Key. Kiiienk M. McDeumott of arrangements for the semi-centenary
who dieel last week in Buffalo, N. V., was of the founding of the church, which is
for nearly a quarter of a century rector of to be observed in about live weeks. The
St. Stephen's Church in that city, lie programme for the three days' festival is
was born in Roscommon, Ireland, in 184(i. nearly completed.
He came to thin country when about ten
The new parochial school of Notre
yearsold, and became a student at Niagara Dame parish, North Adams, was dedicated
University in 18G4. On June 7, 1*7:1, he Sunday afternoonby Bishop Beaven The
was orelained a priest. St. Stephen's new structure is one of the finest school
Church with its adjacent buildings which buildings in this section, and one that the
he planned in every detail forms an endur- people of the parish may well be proud of.
ing monument to the memory of the dead It contains twelve rooms and will be
priest.
opened for the Fall term on Monday.
Tiik will of Bridget Kelley, late of Bed- Thetledication was markeei by an eloquent
ford, leaves to Rev. M. J. McCall and sermon by Rev. Father Bruneaultof HolyKey. John A. Crowe $200 each for Masses oke.
The procession to the school infor the eleceaseei anel her late husband, clueleel among others a number of out-ofl'atrick Kelley The House of the Angel town priests. After the eledication solGuardian, Roxbury, receives §100 by the emn Benediction was given. In the
will; St. Joseph's Union of New York, afternoon Bishop Beaven confirmed a
930; the Little Sisters of the Poor, Bos- class of nearly 200, and his words of adton, .<i.")o. After disbursing about fSOO in vice made a deep impression.
private bequests, the will directs that all
Solemn services were held at the
the remainder and resielue of the estate
catheelral of the Holy Cross, this city,
shall go to the Little Sisters of the Poor
last Monelay, over the remains of Major
in Boston
Grady, Corporal Lane and Private Carey
A strip of land adjoining the Carmelite of the Ninth
Regiment, who died at
monastery, Mt. Pleasant avenue, RoxSantiago dc Cuba. The Key. Nicholas R.
bury, has been recently purchaseel for the Walsh was celebrant of the solemn
nuns, in order to secure them from the requiem high Mass, with the Rev. Lawclose proximity of other buildings, and to rence McCarthy, rector of the church of
ensure sufficient air. To pay for this, a the Most Holy Redeemer, East Boston,
lawn party is to be held on the new proppastor anel intimate friend of Major
erty. The party will take place on SaturOraely, deacon, and the Rev. Michael
day, Sept. 10. Music will be furnished by Clarke, rector of
the church of the Sacred
St. Augustine's Banel of South Boston. Heart,
East Boston, sub-deacon. The
hoped
It is
that the friends of Mt. Carmtl Rev. Thomas J.
McCormack officiated
will give proof, as ever, of their good- as
master of ceremonies. Archbishop
will and kindliness
Williams was present, attended by
Major Michael J. O'Connor of the
the Very Rev. William Byrne, D. D.,
Ninth .Massachusetts Infantry, U. S. V., vicar-general of the archdiocese, and the
was laid to rest in Calvary Cemetery, last Rev. T. Scully of Cambrldgeport. The
Tuesday, anel his funeral while not so Im- eulogy was delivered by the Rev. James
posing as those of his comrades-in-arms Lee, pastor of the church of the Immacon the day before, was equally as ulate Conception, Kevere, Mass., and
solemn and impressive. Solemn high chaplain of the Ninth Regiment. The
Mass of requiem was celebrated at the funeral of the three soldiers was one of
cathedral by Key. Edward F. Hurley of the most impressive ever witnessed in
St. Hominick's Church, Portland, Me., this city, ail classes being represented at
with Rev. Joseph Y. Tracy as eleacein, the obseepiies. Men prominent in nation,
Key. George A.Lyons of Hyde Park, subState, city and fraternal circles, including
deacon, ami Rev. John T. O'Brien of the among others, (lovernor
Wolcott and
Gate of Heaven Church, South Boston, Mayor Quincy, were gathered
to pay their
master of ceremonies. Rev. James Lee last homage to the deceased, who Cathdelivered the eulogy. In thechurch were olic in faith and Irish in blood had given
many men prominent In civic and military thdr lives
freely for the flag. The interlife, and representatives of various or- ment was at Holy Cross Cemetery,
ganizations.
Malelen. Father Lee read the burial seron Sunday, Aug. 21, St. Mary's Church vice at the grave, and Feathers Clarke and
Augusta, Me., greatly beautitled and imMcCarthy of East Boston, Father
proved, was reopened with appropriate Shahan of Maiden, Father Glynn of Melservices. Mass was celebrated by the rose, aud Father Ronan of Lowell aspastor, the Rev. Charles W. Doherty, and
sisted. Then Captain Clarke of the signal
the sermon was pri ached by the Rev. corps gave the order, and sixteen
buglers
Bngene M. O'Callaghan of Portsmouth, from the Fifth Regiment wafted the
N. 11. Father O'Callaghan was the pastor mournful sound of "taps" over and beof St. Mary's many years ago and his yond
the open graves. Then a hundred
former parishioners were delighted to see rifles volleyed thrice, and the bodies
were
anel bear him again. There was a large- lowereel into their graves.
congregation in attendance who made
a very generous ottering toward defrayThe ?Boys of ?61? will meet in Cincinnati in IS'.W. Tin- FitthliiirK K. K. is a good
ing the expenses of the improvements reroad
to travel by.
cently completed. In his sermon he paid
?

Moke than one hundred and fifty
Si-ters of Charity have been assigned as
nurses at various army hospitals through
the South.
The Christian Brothers are to open a
school in Albany, Australia. Three
brothers will leave London, Eng., this
month for the purpose.
Fin r of the most eminent English
judges are Catholics. They are Chief
Justice Charles Russell of Killowen, Sir
John Day, Sir James Mathews and Sir
Henry Hawkins.
The Augustinians are going to add
materially to the admirable college which
they conduct at Villanova, Pa., this
season. They contemplate erecting new
structures at an outlay of $200,000.
The Key. James A. Doonah, S. J., of
St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia, and for
several years at Boston College, conelucteel vhe retreat at St. John's Seminary,
Brighton, for the clergy of the archdiocese of Boston, which closes today.
Acceding to

many requests, the Jesuit
Fathers have decided to open in the city
of Toledo, (»., on Tuesday, Sept. fi, 1898,
an institution for higher learning. This
institution will have an academic course,
prepaiatory to a collegiate coarse.
Tin-; Sisters

of Mercy will open a board-

ing school anel clay academy iv Lake-wood,
N. J., this month. The institution will
be known as "St. Mary's of the Lake,"
and will be under the patronage of the
Right Rev. James A. McFaul, bishop of
Trenton.
The Sisters of the Holy Cross, the order
of teaching nuns which Key. L. (1. (laguier has calleel to St. Joseph's parish,
Springfield, to teach in the new school,
arrived in that city last week, and are now
busily engaged in preparing for the opening of the Fall term. Their mother-house
is in St. Laurent, Can.
The combined Catholic choirs of Cincinnati have be-en invited to sing for the
entertainment of the visitors to the G. A.
K. national encampment. The invitation
has been accepted, and the concert will
be given in Music Hall on the evening of
Sept. 6, on which occasion Archbishop
Ireland will eleliver the oration.

Ambassador Cambon, who did such
good service in bringing our war with
Spain to a close, was governor in Algiers before he attained his present position, anel while there he became a warm
friend and great admirer of the lamented
Cardinal Lavigerie. The French minister
has a large portrait of the great cardinal
hung in a prominent place at the French
embassy lv the national capital.
A EXPORT reael at the convention of the
German Catholic Central Society in Milwaukee, last week, shows a membership
of about .">ii,oi io, representing 576 societies.
During the year 6,68] sick members were
paid benefits aggregating 9161,599. The
heirs of 758 members were paiel 993,185.
The amount of cash now in the treasury
is 91,500,000. Twenty-three new societies were admitted during the year.
The seconel Catholic chnrch on Mount
Desert island was dedicated Sunday,
Aug. 21, at Nertheast Harbor, Me., by
the- Right Key. James A. Healy, bishop
of Portland.
This church, which is
named St. Ignatius', is the result of the
untiring efforts of Key. J. I). O'Brien of
St. Joseph's Church, Ellsworth, Me.
When St. Ignatius' is opened for public
worship, Rev. Father c I'Brien, the pastor,
will have one of the most extensive
parishes in Maine. As pastor of a big
llock at Ellsworth his time is divided between St. Sylvia's in Bar Harbor, twe-ntvtwo miles distant, Cherry Held, forty
miles from his home parish, and Northeast Harbor, about thirty miles from
Ellsworth. Father O'Brien was formerly
station in Ba-gor. Be la to in- con-

.

an affectionate tribute to the faithful people of St. Mary's parish, and to the present devoted pastor, Father Doherty, whom
he looked upon as a life long, sincere,
loyal friend aud whose zeal in his sacred
offices won his admiration. He prayed
God to spare many, many years such a
pastor to such a Hock. At the close of
the sermon Father Doherty announced
that, as a mark of his affection for the
congregation, Father O'Callaghan hael

School of Divine Infant of Prague,
Cor. of Beech and Lexington Sts,,
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WAVEIItV, MASS.
select day action! for young ladies, conducted
Dominican Sisters, opens for admission of pu
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Colleges and Academies.

PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS,
39 East Newton Street, Bostou.
Opens September 39, 1898.
Principals: Miss Anna L. Goodrow anel
Miss Agnes L. Tracy.
Applications may be made at the School
on anil after September lirst, from 10 A. M.

to 2 P. M.

BOSTON

COLLEGE

For Day Scholars Only.
Under the Direction of the

JESUIT FATHERS.
Three Departments ;
The College;
The Academic, or Classical High School;
The English High School.

Schools Re-open Tuesday, Sept. 6
Address:
Rev. W. G. Read Mullan, S. J.,
7111 Harrison Aye.,
President.
Boston, Mass.

Boston Commercial College,
173 AND 174 TREMONT STREET.
Short Hand, Type Writing, Book Keeping,
Ac. Individual instruction. Day and evening. New location, enlarged accommodations, beautiful apartments.
Call or send for circular.

ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE,
Fordham, New York City.

UNDER

JESUIT

FATHERS.

Boarders and Day ScholarsFull Classical, Scientific and Commercial Courses.
For terms, etc .apply to

Rev. Thos. J. Campbell, S. J., President.

St. Joseph's Academyfor YouniL Ladies
II llvi i

|

|

|i,

MASS.

Cortducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph.

This institution is pleasantly locate. 1 in
the healthful and plctures'iut- Berkshire
Hills. The course of studies Includes all Ihe
branches Of a thorough English education;
the languages, ancient ami modern; music,
painting, fancy needlework, stenography,
etc. The course of studies will be resumed
Tuesday. Sept. 6th.
For further particularsaddress
SISTER SUPERIOR,
St. Joseph's Academy,
Rev. T. M. Smith, Pastor, l'ittsnelel. Mass.

Mt. St. Mary's Academy,
MANCHESTER, N. H.
Boarding School for Young

Ladles

Please send for catalogue to

THE MOTHER SUPERIOR.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
Notre Dame, Indiana.
Classics, Letters, Science, Law, Civil, Mechan-

ical and Electrical Engineering.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Courses.
Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
Booms Free. Junior or Senior Tear, Collegiate
Oonrses. St. Edward's Hall, tor boys under 13.
The 108th Term will open January 4th, 1896
Catalogues sent Free on application to
Ref. A. MorrUaey, C.8.C.. President.

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellealey Hills, Macs.
This Academy, situated in the suburbs of Boston,
is only a few miles from the city. It is on the line ot
the Boston and Albany Railroad. The location Is
one of the most healthful and picturesque in New
England. The grounds are extensive, affording ample advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum
of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing
all the branches necessary for s refined education.
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupil*

Sister Superior.
Attached to the Academy Is a preparatory ichoo.
for boys between the ages of 5 and 14. The object ef
this school is to give such a general education as will
fit pupilsto enter college.
apply to

VILLANOVA COLLEGE,
Conducted by the Augustiniim Father-,

Location Delightful.

Courses Thorough.

TERMS MODERATE.

Athletic*

of all kinds

are encouraged.

Send for Prospectus.

REV. L. A. DELUREY, 0. S.A., President,
Delaware County, Perm.

MARY'S COLLEGE,
IT. ST.Emmitsburg,
Md.

Conducted by an Association of Secular
Clergymen, under the aasptces of His E"ml
nence, the Cardinal Archbishop of Haiti
more.

Classical, Scientific
and Commerclfi,
Courses. Terms: $3*0.00 In Senior, an I
Boys'
Department.
Small
$260.00 in
Address

REV. WILLIAM L. O'HARA,

President.
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CATHOLIC SUMMER

SCHOOL.

SEVENTH WEEK.

On Sunday, Aug. 21, the seventh and
last week of the Catholic Summer School
opened at Cliff Haven. There were no
special ceremonies in Plattsburg on Sunday, owing to the absence of nearly all
the Summer School people, who left on
Saturday for a visit to the famous shrine
of St. Anne dc Beaupre, New Quebec.
The excursionists did not reach Cliff
Haven until Tuesday morning, a fact
which accounted for a smaller attendance
at the Monday lectures. The speakers
during the week were the Rev. John
Talbot Smith, LL. D., John J. I)e-laney, M. A., of New York, and Professor John Dwyer. Mr. Delaney brought
with him to Clin" Haven a number of the
Knights of Columbus, an organization
of which he is a prominent mt-mber.
The usual number of entertainments
varied the solid features of the week's
proceedings, and nothing was left undone
by the officials and committees to make
the last week of the school as interesting
as any of its forerunners.
The Rev. John Talbot Smith, LL. I).,
New York City, was the lecturer on Monday morning, and he gave the first of
two lectures on the celebrated Polish
novelist, Henryk Sienkiewicz.
" The beginning of the century gave us
Scott," said the lecturer, "and the end
gives us Sienkiewicz. The Polish novelist can well be compared to Scott, since
he gives us the same great canvases, the
same magnificent groupings of character,
the same vivid description and powerful
narration, the same wonderful variety of
incident and adventure. He surpasses
Scott in the condensation of his style, his
power of analysis, his perception of the
ethical current running beneath the actions of groups of men, and his high conception of his own obligations and duties
as a teacher of the people. He owes his
condensed style to the fashion of the
time, which will not tolerate Scott's diffuseness, his use of analysis to the modern
writers who introduced it, his ethical
methods to the modern manner of writing
history, and his sense of his own obligations to the deep faith which animates
him.
For a romantic writer he makes large
use of the methods of the realists and as a
result, secures effects which are not often
met with among writers of romance. His
faults spring from the use of this realism.
It leads him into accidental brutalities;
accidental because the great artist never
stoops consciously to brutality. The
terrible scenes of the arena in Quo
Vadis,' the scenes of Roman luxury, and
the barbarous cruelties of the Polish
wars with the Tartars and other wild
nations, are described at times with too
much minuteness for a critical taste,
and certainly without artistic necessity.
But these faults are few and far between
and do not mar the splendid pictures with
which he provides us.

"

'

"The distinguishing mark of Sienkiewicz is his use of the conventionalities of
the modern novel; his use of analysis, of
adventure, and of love. George Eliot has
nowhere given us so telling a picture of a
human soul in its progress onward than
the picture of the Roman soldier and
noble, Vlnicius, as he approaches Christianity. It is not only a picture of an individual, it Is also a description of the
change wrought in a whole people. The
difficulty which modern writers of romance have in securing adventures of a
new form or flavor does not seem to trouble Sienkiewicz. His adventures pour
out one after another like water from a
spring. They are strange, exciting and
splendidly described. In the use which
he makes of the passion of love he shows
his originality in a striking way. There
is no conventionality of the novel more
No novel is
tyrannical than this love.
safe without, and yet the theme is so worn
that novelists are very much put to it to

make it interesting.

The half dozen he-

remote and rich-colored words.

Fn,m a

roes whom the Polish novelist has given deep and tender heart these strains arise,
us, so far, love with a vehemence and and are sung with directness and simcharm that provides the novel-reader with
a new sensation. It is a Christian love
which he portrays, the love of one man
for one woman, a love that shall be eternal if the lovers desire. Whatever the
famous novelists of the past have done
excellently, Sienkiewicz has done better;
surpassing Scott in adventure, Eliot in
analysis, Ebtrs in rebuilding the past, and
all in his treatment of the passion of love."
The evening lecture was by John J. Delany, M. A., New York City, who spoke
on"The Social and Industrial Development of the Middle Ages."
On Tuesday morning Professor John
Dwyer of New York delivered the pedagogical lecture, his subject being "The
Improvement of Teachers." At 10.30
a. M., the Rev. John Talbot Smith spoke
on Sienkiewicz' famous trilogy of novels
treating of Polish history. In the evening the lecturer was John J Delaney,
M. A., his subject being "The Intellectual and Aesthetic Development of the
Middle Ages."
On Wednesday morning Mr. John
Francis Waters, M. A., was to have been
the lecturer, but owing to an unavoidable
delay was unable to be on hand. In his
stead the Rev. Doctor Talbot Smith gave
a lecture on " Aubrey Dc Vere, the Catholic Poet, and the Critics."
"The reading public and the critics of
the day have steadily neglected Aubrey
Dc Vere, the former, because the critics
have paid so little attention to his work,"
said Father Smith.
He has lived in undeserved obscurity for thirty years. The
friend and successor of Wordsworth, he
was really the only poet worthy to succeed Tennyson in the position of laureate.
The honor was not offered to him, and
One
few found fault with the fact.
might wonder at the critics, if there lived
today writers capable of filling the exalted office of conscientious critic. But
criticism of the kind which flourished in
the first half of the century does not exist.
The art of criticism does not exist. It
has almost died out. This explains in part
the neglect displayed towards the work
of Aubrey Dc Vere. The poet is now in
his old age, more than eighty, and is
peacefully awaiting the end in his Irish
home. His work covers the three departments of the epic, the lyric, and the
dramatic. It is admitted by all that his
drama of ? Alexander the Great' is one
of the most finished plays of the century,
both from the poetic and the acting
standpoint. His father was also a writer
of finished dramas, and one critic has declared the father's play of ' Mary Tudor'
the finest drama since Shakespeare.
The characteristics of Dc Vere's epic
work are strength, ruggedness, and richness of coloring in the scenes portraying
the legendary characters of Irish folklore. He presents his characters with
the simplicity of the classic schools, and
in this respect comes infinitely nearer to
the spirit of the great epics than any one
of the English poets who has attempted
the epic since Milton. When his work
in this department is compared with the
highly-colored, sensuous pictures cf
Tennyson and others, it has the appearance of the bare mountain beside the
green-clad hills below it. His spirituality
is of the most exalted type. It directs
and informs even the poems of pagan
times, and his pagan characters express
in their simple reverence for the gods in
whom they believe the poet's faith in the
benign God Who rules the world. So
strong, so severe, are these epics, that at
first reading they repel the average
reader; but once accustomed to that rare
and glorious air which the poet breathes,
one rejects the sensuous and perfumed
atmosphere of poets less able.
" His lyrics and sonnets have a tenderness, a grace, a music of thought and
expression that Tennyson himself could
not surpass. Moreover, they ring more
true than the songs and sonnets of
Tennyson. There is no straining for

"

"

plicity.
Yet everywhere is the deep
color of a rich and perfectly disciplined
imagination. There is no lack of tasteful
color, and fancy has its play. One leaves
off the reading of Dc Vere with a deeper
sense of the infinite than any modern
poet is apt to give him; yet all the while
the human sympathy, the play of a
strorg wit and an excellent humor, remind the reader that this is a singer of
earth, who keeps his eyes fixed on the
stars."
The evening lecture was on " The
Political and Moral Development of the
Middle Ages," and closed the series of
lectures delivered by John J. Delaney of
New York City.
Thursday's events at the Assembly
grounds embodied many pleasing features,
the principal of which was the lecture of
the Rev. James P. Kiernan of Rochester,
N. V., who spoke of the inception and
growth of the idea of the Catholic Sum-

mer School.
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thereby dividing the responsibility of the
hotel.
An explanation of the various revenues
of the school was given and the reasons
for the same, also an exhortation to private individuals to build cottages for their
families. The Rev. President was assured that if there was accommodation
for 1,000 people next year, there would
certainly be that many present. The
average daily attendance at the closing
session was a little over 400 a day, and all
expressed the willingness to propagate
the school idea.
On Friday the closing day of the
seventh week of the Summer School,
the pedagogical discourse was delivered
by Professor John Dwyer of New York,
and his remarks were devoted to the heading of " Class Management." The Rev.
John Talbot Smith delivered a lecture
upon the
Dry Rot in Current Literature," of which the following is an
abstract:?
"That literature is most perfect which
most perfectly expresses the nature anel
destiny of man. This is admitted by all
thinkers. Whatever beliefs on these points
actuate a people, these beliefs will give
their literature its form, and, in part, its
value. In the opinion of Christians,
Christ and Christianity provide the highest and truest and the only principles by
which man can achieve his destiny. Therefore the literature which neglects the
Messiah is sure to fail of the highest expression. No matter what glory of form
it may reach, it still must remain deficient.
To ignore or depart from the standard
established by Christ is to court oblivion
in the future. Nevertheless men have not
hesitated to make the attempt of ignoring
and rejecting the Christ in letters.
"Our day has seen three of these attempts rise to importance, and has also
seen two of them lose their waxen wings
and tumble ignominiously into the mud.
The first is that literary heresy known as
Naturalism, or sensualism. The physical
joy of life is its theme, and as sensuality
offers the most intense form of that joy,
the literature of naturalism is devoted to
the worship of Venus. The French
writers of our time have furnished the
most pernicious examples of the work of
this school.
The second attempt is known as Pessimism. Shocked at the indecency, the
licentiousness, the shamelessness of the
above-named school, the pessimists cultivated modesty and many other virtues,
and declared that life should be accepted
and borne with dignity, chastity, and patience, even if it came to nothing. Its
literature unfortunately is of the graveyard order, and people no longer read
George Eliot, and are getting tired of
Ibsen. Life does not like the odor of the
grave even in Action. The third attempt
to get rid of Christ in letters is known by
various names, Doubt, Indifferentisra and
Nothingarianism. Its promoters declare
that they know nothing, and can know
nothing, of the life beyond this. They
write only of what they feel, know, imagine and fancy. Christ is neither ignored nor courted, except as a great
mind. Finding so much difference of
opinion among their readers as to the
questions of man's destiny, they ignore
that destiny in their writings. Hence,
their productions can be called the productions of doubt, and have as much
value as usually goes with doubt. They
pick out of their poems and novels and
plays all allusion to the spiritual or the
religious. Hence, again, their description
of life, of a people, is one-sided. To read
Howells one would never suspect what
religion the American nation professed.
He is silent as to that side of American
life. As a consequence of that deficiency
he dies out of favor and notice. The three
attempts to remove Christ from letters
are dead or dying, but they have killed
for the time whatever virtue there was
in American and English current literature."

"

" Mr. Warren E. Mosher," said Father
Kiernan, "the secretary of the school,
was the first to give expression to the
idea, and stamp the movement with the
imprint of success." The first session was
held at New London, Conn., in August of
1892. Then the question of permanent
location was discussed and after looking
over many sites the present grounds were
dtcided upon and so the good work progressed. On Feb. 9, 1893, the Regents
of the University of New York granted
an absolute charter by virtue of which the
Catholic Summer School received a legal
existence as a corporation, under the laws
of the State of New York, and was
classified within the system of public instruction devoted to university extension.
Father Kiernan emphasized the heroism
of the first workers of the school and the
struggles and sacrifices they had to overcome in getting the school under way.
He dwelt upon the advantages to be
gained from the various departments of
the school and especially emphasized the
necessity of knowing, in these stirring
and complex times, the philosophical,
scientific and pedagogical, artistic and religious courses, so thoroughly and deeply
entered into by the school. As to the
social side of the school, the speaker left
that to his auditors, as they knew that
better than he could tell them. In closing
Father Kiernan made an earnest exhortation for each and every member of the
school and those attending during this
session, to go home and encourage those
who have not as yet visited or even
know of the advantages of the school to
come to the future sessions and see for
themselves. He particularly dwelt upon
the word school, and the erroneous
definition applied to the Summer School.
Instances were cited by him where people from their expressionsupon the school
inferred that they had to enter a school
where grades existed, and the primer was
awaiting each one in his desk upon arrival.
Bishop Gabriels of Ogdensburg spoke
of the closing session and its success, as
told him by the officials and friends of the
school. He hoped all were well pleased
and would carry home and maintain the
knowledge imparted to them by the able
lecturers and scholars who addressed
them during the session.
Father Lavelle, president of the school,
had a few words to say regarding the future prospects of the assembly.
He mentioned the prosperity, success
and progress of this session now closing,
and gave out the news that Brooklyn was
?Bring the good old bugle, boys,? to the
to have a cottage next year.and that Buf- G. A. K. Encampment
at Cincinnati via
and
falo, Syracuse. Albany, Ogdensburg
the Fitchburg R. It.
Vermont had the prospects of a cottage
each at the next session. Also the proposed hotel was to be a factor to be considered, and the Rev. President suggested
and gave excellent reasons for the forming of a stock company among the school
members and visitors, having each Silver Coated,& "Blaud" stamped on eachPlll
one take not more than five shares,
K. FOUGERA ft CO., K. Y. All druggist*.
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THE SACRED HEART REVxEW
elrink a great deal.

When a great

deal of liejuiel is absorbed in too short
a time, the tissues of the mouth and
SOMETHING ABOUT EATING AND
of the pharynx are wet too quickly,
and the feeling of thirst returns
An American physician, writing rapidly. Consequently, it is lcigical
ing in the North American Review-, to drink much less than is the gengives publicity to certain truths eral custom and to elerive greater
which many persons might profit- benefit from the amount absorbed.
ably ponder with advantage for the The best plan is to elrink slowly
presentand ample reward in a longer through a straw, and to pause beand happier life in the years to come, tween each mouthful, soas to lengthen
saysGoodHousekeeping. Threepopu- the time during which the liejuid
lar errors, he eleclares, consist in too passes through the mouth. The conmuch meat eating, an excessive con- tents of one large glass taken in the
sumption of sweet anel starchy foods course of an hour should be quite
anel over-eating. Of the latter, he enough toeiuench a healthy person's
says : To the lay mind nothing seems thirst. Iced liquids of any kinel elei
to augur so strongly in favor of neit refresh ; on the contrary, they

DRINKING.

health as a hearty appetite. Furthermore, there would seem to be a
strong conviction in the public mind,
sanctified by tradition from time immemorial that the more a man eats
the better he is. The quantity of
food that many people naturally
eat is very large as compared with

their actual physiological requirements; add to this the many tempting forms in which food is presented
to the palate by our modern culinary
arts, and the result is often the consumption of an amount of food that
simply overwhelms the assimilative
organs. Such indulgence, if unrestricted anel habitual, taxes both the
assimilative anel the excretory organs
to their highest capacity, especially
when coupled with sedentary life,
anil moreover, it lends an additional
impetus to evils springing from the
use of improper quality of food.
The human elaborating and excretory mechanism was evidently adjusted for ordinary wear and tear tei
an average limited period of about
Under forty per
seventy years.
cent, of extra work we must naturally expect impairment or breakdown of the mechanism much earlier. It should, therefore, excite no
special surprise that so large' a proportion of our well-to-do people elie
from Bright's disease, heart failure,
anel allied diseases at fifty-five, who
should, anil under properly regulated lives and habits would have, attained the natural ages of seventy or
over.
Closely related to the subject of
over-eating is that of over-elrinking
or of unwise indulgence in beverages ; not necessarily those of an alcoholic nature, but where they are
taken with the primary intention of
quenching thirst. Touching upon

?

this subject, another eminent physi-

cian remarks that if people only
knew how to really quench their
thirst in hot weather, they would go
about it in a very different manner
than is generally the case. "The
abuse' of liquids will end in bringing about troubles of the digestive
organs, anel, in my opinion, school
children should be taught at an early
age how to elrink scientifically, in
sue-h a manner as to stop the feeling
of thirst without impairing their
digestive organs. The first thing to
do in order to quench thirst is to
diminish the drynesi of the mouth,
anil for this it is unnecessary to
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No Dust, No Odor.

Labor,

NO OTHER COMPARES WITH IT. ITS THE BEST.
JwL.
PRESCOTT &\u25a0 CO. NEW YORK

during the day may always be
plaited at night where fresh air will
find it; and the same with that worn
at night. During the day fresh air
will thoroughly permeate it. If the

is best,

at the simplest home meal,
to observe in the main the ceremony
and to use the conventionalities
which are appropriate at a formal

dinner or other meal. If children
rule of fresh air for the clothing as are accustomeel always to gooel manwell as for the reiom is followed) ners at the home table, they will
increase thirst. Watch a man who there will be even greater gain in never suffer from awkwardness or
Of a
drinks a glass of ice water and you the important matters of quieter clumsiness when visiting.
will notice that he becomes eleadly nerves anel brighter faces.
certain young woman it was said,
the other clay,
she is extremely
pale as he drinks. The best drinks
and
she has passed
bred,
yet
to ejuench thirst are lemonaele and
well
TABLE MANNERS.
her life in a simple backwoods tilother beverages made from acids, or
The habit of rapid eating is so lage remote from towns." The ex.
a elecoction of cold coffee; these are
that the youth of today planation was that the girl had lived
prevalent
much preferable to alcoholic drinks*
are
up into a gluttonous in an atmosphere of courtly manners
growing
such as beer, wine, or whisky."
manhood. Dining at a friend's all her life, and the little table in
house recently, the writer was horthe Wilderness was always as elecorrified to see the chilelren shoveling ous and as nicely appointeel as the
in theirfood like coal into an empty most elegant one in the city could
FRESH AIR IN THE BEDROOM. furnace, allowing little or no time
be. Her parents had not left befor mastication, heaping the fork so
sleephind them their urban polish when
The result of fresh air in the
full of feioel by means of the knife
ing-room will be felt in various
they went to settle in the woods.
shovel, that part woulel elrop off on
subtle ways
in quieter nerves,
the cloth. No e'onversation was in$100 Reward $100
greater amiability, brighter eyes
dulged in save the half inarticulate The readers of this paper will be pleased to learn
and clearer mind and complexion.
ttiat there Is at least one dreaded disease that
cry for more of this or that or the science has been able to cure in all its stages, and
And though the subject is often disIs Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only
other edible. Remonstrance on the that
positive cure now known to the medical fraternity.
cussed, it is worthy of attention
Catarrh, being a constitutional disease, requires
part of the parents seemetl useless a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
when we realize its benefits.
taken internally,acting directly upon the blood and
anel really the enormity of the evil mucus surfaces of the system, thereby destroying
There are several points to conthe foundation of the disease, and giving the patient
eliel not evidently dawn upon them, strength by buildingup the constitution and assisting nature'in doing its work. The proprietors have
sider when ventilating sleeping but
powers that they offer
the writer was stunned with so much faith in its curative
One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to
apartments. First, it is important
surprise that in this enlightened cure. Send for list of testimonials.
that the air should be pure, antl the age such
F. J. CHENEY 4 CO., Toledo, O.
gluttony could be allowed. Sold byAddress,
Druggists, 75c.
value of fresh air recognized. Then
Three times a clay in most famithe physical condition of the sleeper lies the household is gathered at the
should be thought of. The same
table. It is the rallying place for
amount of outside air and the same
the family. There father, mother,
temperature can not be endured
and children meet, anel there the
Passage Tickets to and from the Old
alike by every one. It sometimes
is given to discuss what- Country at Lowest Rates.
opportunity
happens that the admission of fresh
Drafts for £1 and upwards.
ever pleasant thing has happened, Sick Call Sets.
air during the night renders the
whatever little neighborhood matter l'rayer Books, Pearl Rosaries, Fancy
sleeper uncomfortably cold. When of interest there may be, the inci- Rusaries.
this is the case, the object of the
Medallions, Crucifixes, Scapulars and a
dents of school life, and, in short,
fine selection of religious articles.
open window or fresh air current is
the whole tenor of affairs interesting
defeated.
to a family.
A window raisetl a very little at
It is the greatestpity when family
top and bottom isHbetter than a wide
meals must be hurried, and when
16-18-20 Essex St., Boston.
space. A transom opening upon a
people suffer their little ill tempers
ventilated room is excellent for deli- or their
great anxieties to overcate people who can not bear a digeneral pleasantness. gf '. Orand National Prize of
the
shadow
c %
rect current in the room.
I 6,600 <r'»c* at Paris j X
or
If father mother is cross or tired, 4 i
Study comfort. It is a well known by all means let either keep the fact
truth that animals must be warmly
as much as possible in the backhoused at night in order to thrive
ground and try to be as agreeable 31 Possesses in the highestdegree the en- fe
in cold weather. The fact is none
*
°& 3* t*re active propertiesof Peruvian Bark, e*g
and sweet as they possibly can when
by the medical faculty as the r_ W
the less true of human beings.
fl * Endorsed
2 best remedy for Fever and Ague, Mai- | jt
at table with the chilelren. The
<m
Jf 2 aria, Poorness of the Blood, General c
Thought?that is, intelligent thought
4t » Debility and Wasting Diseases; In- 4 B
of true politeness shoulel
spirit
)H
?should be exercised.
5?
3 creases the Appetite, Strengthens the fc
31 «» Nerves and builds up the entire system * W
reign,
and
a hiving harmony prevail.
No fixed rule for ventilating at
Pans -22 Rue Drouot
a.
>
No school of etiquette has so
C 5 >«* York: E. FOUGERA ACO j §
26-30 N. William St.
fl Pi
night can be followed on all occa4>
or gives so
i
sions. Better no outside ventilation many opportunities,
chances to its members to
many
than excessive cold where misery
learn the best ways of doing things, In answering advertisements, please menattends. Warmth and fresh air
as the family table. Therefore, it ion SACRED HEART REVIEW.
combined is the end sought. It pays
to study this problem when we remember that fully one-third of our
life is spent in the sleeping-room.
Ihmsehiilil Art and Domestic Science Department, Massachusetts Charitable
sleep is so
As one lady says,
Mechanic Association, October 10th to December 3d, 18US.
The largest Electrical Cooking Plant ever shown In New
when
FEATURES..perfect
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SPECIAL
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air
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Most
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is
of
fresh
the
plenty
there
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daily.
clothing
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The stars on the United States " llk does not love me any more,"
The maiden sang to shame him;
coinage are six-pointed, while the
And as the notes reached papa's ears
United States Hag carrieslive-pointed
He murmured,
I don't blame him."

"

stars.

"Does your mamma give you
The celebrateel watchmaker, Lobfor being a good girl r"
anything
ner of Berlin, has perfected a
No
she
;
gives it to me when I
mechanism capable of measuring
"
and recording the one-thousandth ain't."
part of an inch.
Woman buys something she doesn't
The coast line of the United need, and then economizes by putStates, including hays, is 12,101 ting more hot water in her husband's
miles in extent. Alaska's e'.oast line coffee.
is estimated at 7,*00 miles, so the
Some "naughty" brother says that
total is 19,001 miles.
no girl ever had a sii'k headache
"
The Chinese elenote rivers by the that was too bael for her to get up
syllables "ho" and "kiang." l'ei-110 and try on her new dress."
and Whang-Ho are Northern and
"Do you believe a cure can be efYellow River respectively; Vangtse- fected by the laying on of hands P"
Kiang is the great Vangtse River,
"Certainly; that's just the way I
and provinces anel towns on its cured my .lohnny of smoking cigarbanks take their names from it
ettes."
like Kiangsu, Kiangsi, Chinkiang
"Ik you had half the nerve this
and Kiuiang.
tooth has," said the dentist to the
Robibt Taylor, the oldest person i|iiivering wretch in the chair, "you
in (Treat Britain or Ireland, elieel could have this all over in about five
recently. AiH-.ording to the West- seconds."
minster Gazette he was 134 years
What is a philosopher, Uncle
old. Others put his age at only
"
119. At any rate, it is on recorel Jim?"
A philosopher is a man who has
that he served as a tifer for the
"
British troops eltiring the rebellion noticeel that thethings people: worry
of 179S in Ireland. On the intro- about usually nevercome to pass."
duction of penny postage he was
The bicycle girl had just returned
appointed postmaster at Scarva,
from
a day's spin in the country.
County Down, Irelanel, and held the
I
never felt so well in my life,"
office at his death, attending to all
" she,
said
business himself till a few days be" as I Jiave since I took up
the
wheel."
fore he passed away.
"That may be," said her father,
The Napoleonic campaigns lasted " but look how thin and worn your
sixteen years; the war of 1812 more mother is."
than three years ; the war of Greek
That painters are poor spellers,
independence seven years; the
as a rule, is a subject understood.
Crimean war two years ; the Italian
There are a few words which they
War more than one year; the Civil
have to contenei with, however,
War more than four years; the which make their lack of orthogFranco-l'russian and Russo-Turkish
raphy exeuisable. For instance,
Wars each about one year. What
there is a barber shop in C
which
is known as the Seven Weeks' War,
has a placard pinned up something
between Prussia anil Austria, lasted, like this :?
in fact, seven months. The war
SHAVING
10c
between the United States and
HAIRCUT
16c
Spain, just closed, will be recordeel
SEA FOAM
15c
as the shortest war of the century.
10c
SINGING
Grasshoppers this summer are
RAZORS HONED
150
The fourth item in the tonsorial
stalling trains in eastern Colorado
and western Kansas. For miles the bill of fare, " singing," is where the
steel rails are covered with the in- painter made a mistake, for the
sects, and the crushing of their authorities say it should have been
boelies under the wheels of the "singeing." Yesterday afternoon
train has the same effect as soap. It an old farmer came into the shop
makes the rails so slippery that the with a growth of hair which might
driving wheels of the locomotive sim- easily have been mistaken for an
ply spin around anel around without alfalfa field. lie looked at the price
making any progress. Western rail- list carefully before taking a place
roads have trouble of this kind to in the chair, anel then inepuired :
some extent every year, but this
" ay> yer don't have ter have
year grasshoppers have been re- that durn singin' with a haircut unsponsible for more delays in west- less yer want ter, do ye 1 "
ern Kansas than ever before. Rail"No," was the reply.
road men explain the presence of
" Wa-a-1-1, I want you fellers ter
the grasshoppers on the rails by the understand that I ain't insinyeratin'
fact that the steel, heated during the that yer kaint sing er anythin' like
day,remains warm through the night, that, fer I'd kallate from yer looks
and the insects settle on the rails in that thar might be some purty tarnaswarms for the warmth affonled tion good songs in them thar lungs
them.
of yourn, but I hain't got any year
?

fer music, so I'd ruther not pay for
it if it's just the same ter you."
The old man took his seat and
got his hair cut, but since that occurrence the sign has been changed.

*
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O Si'MMK.ii, sweet Summer, we welcomed
you true,
But your glories have failed, as glories oft
do;
And we sigh for the autumn, to cheer our
dull lot,
When the llow'rs wilt away anil our collars do not.

Tin-: committee which had invited
S. S. Canada
a certain minister to preach at the S. S. New England and
(TJ. 8. and Royal Mail Steamer*) in Service
May anniversaries in London was
bet
anxious to have him preach without Boston, Queenstown and Liverpool,
any notes, since they thought that
Holds record for Fastest Time between
Boston and Queenstown.
such a sermon woulel be more effecCabin Passage at Low Rates. Second Cabin.
tive.
(very superior accommodations!. Return, )?7li.
from all points in Great Britain and Ireland. For
"Now, Doctor," saiel the spokes- Steerage Passage,
#2">..tio. Passengers booked to and
Sailings, R»te»,
ere, apply to or address RICH& CO., <J*»iieiiil Agenlw, 108
man, "you can't carry fire' in AKI>S, MILLSBoston,
Agents in all

"

"

paper!"
" Aye, man," was the ready response ; " but you can use paper to

"

kindle a tire."

" Isn't there something in my
policy," asked a caller at a La Salle
street insurance office the other

day,

State Street,
or Local
cities and towns in New England.

It must have been a colored boy
who dropped it," suggcsteel the re-

"

llective Samuel.
" Would you believe that a star is
bigger than the earth ?"
No," said Chester. "If it was,
"
it would keep the rain off."
"What made the tower of Pisa
lean ?"
"The famine in the land."
"We can only hear sound; we
cannot feel sound," saiel the teacher.
You can feel a sound thrashing,
"
can't you?" asked Fred.
What makes the ocean salt?"
" Salt
" fish," answered the reflective

" about my having to report any
change in my residence V"
" Yes, sir," said the man at the
nearest desk, picking up a pen.
have you moved to ?"
" Where
I haven't moved anywhere," re"
joined the caller. " I have made a
change in my residence by painting
it a light straw color and putting on
akitchen chimney. I think that's all.
Gooel day.
Donald.
REMARKABLE ANSWERS.

What does sea water contain be"
sides sodium chloride?"

Fish, sir," said a boy who trusted
Many people imagine that boys
and girls are not philosophers. This to his shrewdness more than to preproves that they are not well ac- paration of his lesson.
The same boy, when asked to draw
quainted with boys and girls. They
are great reasoners within their pro- a picture of Jonah and the whale,
per range of thought. They think drew the whale only.
"Where is .lonahV" asked the
quickly anel accurately so far as their

"

knowledge extends. They get out teacher sharply.
of a difficulty by their wits as if they
" Inside the whale," saiel the imperturbable boy.
were trained lawyers.
" Who was the first man ?" saiel a
Chicago teacher.
"Washington,"prom ptly answered
the young American.
" No," said the teacher ; " Adam

The

was the first man*'

"Oh, well, I suppose you are right,"
replied the undaunted patriot,
" if
you refer to furriners."
" Row did that blot come on your
copy book, Sam ?"
"I think it is a tear, Miss Wallace."
"How could a tear be black, Sam?"
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Drafts Payable Everywhere la Ireland
and Qreat Britain.
Steamers to Queenstown and Liverpool
sailing every Wednesday. The steamers of
this Line were huilt in Belfast, and the Teutonic ami Majestic are among the largest and
fastest crossing, anil passengers reach Ireland in less than six clays. The steamship
"Oceanic," now buildingfor the White Star
Line, is to be 704 feet in length, or 2.1 feet
longer than the ''Great Eastern," anil K5 feet
longer than any steamship afloat. Tickets
can be purchased of the Catholic bookstores,

or of

F. 0, HOUGHTON & CO., General Agents,
115 State St.,

cor. Broad

St.,

Boston, Mass.

at 9.30 a, m.
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